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SUMMARY AND HIGHLIGHTS

The research and development activities carried out- by the

scientific *nd technical staff of the Radiochemistry Division

during the year 1991 are briefly described in this progress

report under three sections namely nuclear chemistry, actinide

chemistry and spectroscopy. While basic research work on the

nuclear,chemical and spectroscopic properties of actinides and

fission products constitute a major part of the activities of the

Division, a certain amount of applied research and development

work connected with chemical quality control of nuclear fuels for

trace metallic constituents and supply of radioactive sources

including actinide sources made as per user-specified

requirements is also being carried out. The Division also plays

an important role in conducting training programmes in nuclear

chemistry and radiochemistry.

Nuclear Chenistry:

The major work in nuclear chemistry is concerned with

studies on the nuclear fission process induced by reactor

neutrons and light and heavy charged particles. In addition,

nuclear reactions using charged particles, decay scheme studies

and positron annihilation spectroscopic studies of high Tc

superconductors have also been carried out.

Radiochemical investigations on fragment angular momentum
232

for Iodine in the a-particle induced fission of Th showed that

it decreases with increasing kinetic energy but increases with

increasing excitation energy due to the statistical rotational

modes. From a study on the' angular distribution of fragments in
232

the a-particle induced fission of Th it is seen that

asymmetric products are emitted more anisotropically compared to

symmetric products. Anisotropy for both modes increase With

i
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increasing energy due to higher Input angular momentum and higher

mnltichance fission contributions. Studies on charge

distribution in the low energy fission of antinides provided

information about descent dynamics and the role of nuclear

viscosity.
1 fl 1

Studies on the fission excitation function of Re compound

nucleus formed by the 0+ Ho and C+ Tm showed that the

data are consistent with the rotating finite range model (RFRM)

fission barrier Ef(j-o) value of 19.2 MeV and is / inconsistent

with the RI.DM Ef(j_n) value of 22 MeV. Charged particle induced

fission properties of low Z compound nuclear systems viz. Ho,

Tmf Yb and Hf were investigated and the corresponding

fission barriers Ef and level density parameters were evaluated

and compared with model predictions.
238 237

Fast neutron fission yields in the fission of U and Np

have been measured as part of an IAEA-supported research program.

Charge distribution parameters were calculated in the 79 MeV C
232

induced fission of Th. Mass and charge distribution in the a-
209

induced fission of Bi were investigated. The effect of

entrance channel asymmetry and angular momentum on fission cross

sections in 0 + Y and C + Nb reactions were studied. The

excitation functions for these systems were determined for

evaporation residues and compared with the statistical model

calculations. The production cross sections of reaction products
209

in the a-induced fission of Bi were determined by gamma

spectrometry. This study revealed the presence of possible shell

effects at neutron number 126. Theoretical calculations were made

to compare the experimental excitation functions in the a-induced
107 109

reaction on Ag with model predictions. The isomeric yield

ratios were found to depend strongly on the I r m s of the initial

spin distribution. Electron capture probability in the decay of
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Po and Pm have been studied. Theoretical calculations

showed good agreement with the experimental values.

Positron annihilation apectroscopic studies on YBajCu^Oy

were carried out. The life time T and line shape parameter 's'

were evaluated. Positron annihilation studies in Cu-Zn-Al shape

memory alloy revealed two ordering transitions.

Methods have been standardised for the separation of fission

mi
products palladium and Pm from high level waste solutions as

a part of an applied R & D program.

ACTINIDE CHEMISTRY

The work in the field of actinide chemistry deals mainly

with the extraction, complexntion and separation of actinide ions

from aqueous media with a variety of organic reagents.

As part of systematic studies on the formation of hydrated

double sulphates of Pu(III) and lanthanides, ammonium lanthanide

double sulphate monohydrates and thallium lanthanide double

sulphate tetra hydrates were synthesized and characterised. A

series of N-N' dialkyl amides and tetra alkyl amides have also

been synthesized and characterised by elemental analysis, infra-

red and N.M.Ft. spectra.

Investigations on the extraction of U(VI) and Pu(IV) using

N-methyl, N-butyl derivatives of hexanamide, octanamide,

decanamide and also with tetrabutyl malonamide and tetra iso-

butyl malonamide in dodecane from HNO3 medium have revealed that

extraction reaction are enthalpy controlled and favoured at 4-5 M

HNO3. However, third phase formation was observed at high

acidity. Extensive experimental studies have been conducted on

the synergistic extraction of U(VI) with tropolone in xylene and

some neutral donors including the effects- of fH } ion

concentration,temperature and partitioning of tropolone in the

two phases.



The extraction of actinides by a mixture of CMPO and TBP in

dodecane from high active raffinate waste and high level waste

solutions arising from PUREX processing of thermal reactor fuels

was studied. Extraction of Prn(III) from HNO3 by CMP and its

mixture with TBP in benzene was investigated. The uptake of

actinides and lanthanides from HNO3 by dihexyl-N-N-diethyl

carbamoyl pbosphonate absorbed on chromosorb was investigated. A

mixture of CMPO nnd TBP in dodecane has been successfully used

for the tail-end purification of Am from Pu loading effluents in

HNO3 for concentrations of Am and Pu in the range of ~160mg/ 1

and 1.2 mg /I respectively.

The formation of a third phase in the extraction of U(VT)

and Pu(IV) by Bis(2-ethylhexy1) sulfoxide into various

hydrocarbon diluents was investigated in detail. Highly selective

and efficient transport of Pu(IV) cations over other long-lived

fission product contaminants was accomplished from aqueous acidic

solutions through an organic bulk liquid membrane and thin flat

sheet immobilised liquid membranes containing TBP as mobile

carrier and dodecane as membrane solvent.

Extraction of Pd(II) nitrate by bis(2-ethyl sulfoxide) in

toluene was evaluated over a wide range of HNO3 concentrations.

Extractabi1ity of Pu(IV) was examined in the presence of

several water-miscible organic solvents to study their

synergistic effects on its extraction by dicyclohexano-18-erown-6

into toluene from HNO3 medium. Maximum enhancement was observed

with propylene carbonate and acetonitrile and methanol.

Complexation behaviour of Am(III) and Eu(III) with tris-

bipyridine cryptand was investigated. Complexation was found to

proceed very slowly in aqueous medium. Wher; the reaction was

carried out in non-aqueous medium, equilibrium was found to

approach faster. Ion-pair extraction of U(VI) with picrate as the



counter anion has been studied for several crown ethers using

tet.ramet.hyl Ammonium chloride as the inert electrolyte and

chloroform as the diluent. The synergistic extraction behaviour

Am(III) and C'm(TII) was investigated using 1-pheny1-3-methyl-4-

acety 1-pyrazo lone-5 (HPffAP) as cihelate extractant with various

neutral oxodonors (TBP, nf)SO and TOPO). Separation of Pu from Np

employing 3-pheny l-4-beu/.oy 1-i soxa?,ol one (HPBT) in HC1 medium in

the presence of ammonium vanadate was investigated. Ion-pair

extraction studies of Pu with different crown ethers from 1-10 M

HC1 solution was caried out in nitrobenzene medium.

Spectroscopy

Evidence for the occurrence of a in-phase signal at and

below Tf. in YBa2Cii3O7_x was obtained from EPR studies. Che

magnetic field dependence in a single crystal of Y-123 at

different temperatures was studied. These investigations have

revealed that lower critical field Hc\ (a,b) ~ 1006 at 20 K

and H c l
c > 1000 G at 20 K. HPR studies of GdBa2CH3O7_x (Gd-123)

mixed with PuC>2 revealed that at lower a-doses, the intensity

ratio of zv.ro field signal of Gd-123 + PuO2 to that in Gd-123

increased by 10% . The magnetic field dependence studies appeared

similar to that observed in single crystal in ab plane. The

absence of hysterisis in alpha irradiated samples gave evidence

of flux pinning centres generated by irradiation. EPR studies of

phase transition in telluric acid ammonium phosphate using

paramagnetic Te centre formed on gamma irradiation , as a probe

revealed that the phase transition observed at 45 C is

associated with a distortion about an axis perpendicular to the

<101> axis. TSL and EPR studies of gamma irradiated LiYF^ single

4+
crystals doped with V were carried out. The growth and

annihilation behaviour of radiation induced F centres were

studied in detail. ESR and spectral studies revealed the role of
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U4+ In TSL taking part in U4+ ~I_ U 5 + process.

In the area of analytical spectroscopy, a d.c.arc carrier

distillation method employing a mixed carrier of AgCl and SrF2

was developed for the direct determination of 22 metallic

elements in ZrO2- A procedure for the separation of rare earths

from Zr using TOPO /xylene/HCl system was developed and rare

earths in the range of 0.2-200 ppm in ZrO2 matrix could be

determined by emission spectrometry after chemical separation.

Electrothermal atomic absorption spectrophotometric methods have

been developed for the determination of Ag in ZrO2 matrix and

uranium silicide matrix and also for the determination of Pd and

Au in uranium matrix without chemical separation of the major

matrix. Analytical spectroscopy of uranium was studied using a

XeCl excimer laser using the fluorescence emission of uranyl ions

doped in a mixture of NaF and NaCl leading to the determination

of uranium at sub-ppm levels; The quantum yields for the

photoreduction of uranyl ion with ethanol in HNO3 medium using

XeCl laser in the presence and absence of sulphamic acid have

been determined.

I thank all my colleagues in the Radiochemistry Division for

their active support in making available their contributions in

time. In particular, I thank Dr.V.Natarajan and Dr.S.V.Godbole

for their help in compiling and editing this report.

R.H.IYER
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I. NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY

1. Fission fragment angular momentum in kinetic.energy domains

T.Dattn.S.P.Donge, H.Naik and P.K.Pujari.

In medium energy fission, studies on fragment angular

momentum provide information about the interplay of collective

rotational degrees and their dependence on other degrees of

freedom. Fragment angular momenta arising due to these

rotational degrees are therefore dependent on the temperature of

the system and deformation which in turn are related to fragment

kinetic energy. Therefore a possible correlation between fragment

kinetic energy and angular momentum might exist. In low energy
235fission , U(ntn)fit was shown by Denschlag et.al.[l] that

fragment angular momentum (Jav) decreases with increasing .kinetic

energy due to decreasing deformation. Such investigations have

not been carried out at higher energy where input excitation

energy and angular momentum are higher providing impetus for the

present investigations. In the present work fragment JRMS f o r

132

I have been determined at average low and high kinetic energy

regions in 35.5 and 39.1 NeV alpha particle induced fission of

" 2Th.
The experiments were carried out employing stack-foil and

thin target - thick catcher recoil techniques at the 88" variable
2

energy cyclotron using electrodeposited -150-200 /ig/cm thick

targets and 40 MeV alpha-beam. In the stack foil assembly each

target was covered with a 0.3 mil and then a 1.0 mil Al-foil with

target-stacks placed such that for the 39.1 MeV and 35.5 MeV

alpha-beams the fragments were collected in forward and backward

directions w.r.t. beam respectively. After irradiations for

appropriate times each of the 0.'3 and 1.0 ail catcher foils were
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followed for 132Te,132mI and 1 3 2 gI activities using off line

gamma-spectrometry. A high resolution 60 cc HPGe detector coupled

to a 4K MCA and with a resolution of 2.0 KeV at 1332 KeV was used
2320.3 and 1.0 mil catcher foils in Th(a,f)at the alpha energies

35.5 and 39.1MeV in three separate irradiations. The ratio

of activities of a specific fission product in the 0.3 and 1.0
132mil catcher foils e.g. for Te was used to deduce the average

kinetic energies in the 0.3 and 1.0 mil foil as the 0.3 mil foil

attenuates higher proportion of low energy fragments compared to

the 1.0 mil foil. For these calculations it is important and

imperative to modify the range energy correlations [2] for

fragment angular distribution and centre-of mass velocity

effects. Accordingly, the fraction (F^) of the activity of a

fission product at the kinetic energy (E)is given in a catcher

foil of thickness (t) by

Ft a JJ R W(0)Sind9.dE
6, •

where R-KE 2' 3; E*-l/2m{V2+Vcm
2+2VVcmcose>

1/2

w(e)-i+pcos2e, emax«cos"
1[(t+o.5cd)/R>]

K and c are empirical constants [2], p is the anisotropy

parameter, d is target thickness, V is fragment velocity

(••fSE/m), Vcm is the centre-of-mass velocity. E-values were taken
235

from U(nth<f)[2]. The fragment Jrms in the 0.3 and 1.0 mil

foils at each energy were deduced using the corresponding

independent isomeric yield ratios and statistical model based

analysis to correct for spin changes during fragment

deexcitation[3].The fission product activity ratio in 0.3 to 1.0
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mil catcher at 39.1 MeV alpha induced fission was almost half of

that at 35.5 MeV for same kinetic energy(E) in thermal neutron

induced fission in the same fissioning nucleus . U, due to

forward and backward collection respectively ( +ve and -ve

contributions of Vpff respectively). Assumption of same kinetic

energy at all excitation energies in the same fissioning nucleus

is valid based on experimental observations.
232Table-1 shows that at each energy in Th(a.f) the fragment

JRMS is l e s B in the 1.0 mil foil than in the 0.3 mil foil which

attenuates lower kinetic energy fragments. Thus fragment angular

momentum is seen to decrease with increased Kinetic energy or

lower excitation energy. Table-1 also shows that fragment J R|»jg

is higher in 39.1 MeV alpha-induced fission than at 35.5 MeV in

both the foils. Such increase in fragment JRMS
 a t higher

temperature ie., excitation energy is due to increased influence

of the statistical bending, wriggling and twisting modes.
232

Table-1: Variation of Fragment JRMS with K.E. in Th+a.

Ea(MeV)

39.1

35.5

Activity

1.0/0.3

0.73+0

0.38+0

Ratio

mils.

.06

.03

0.

15

11

Fragment .

3mil

.6+1.2

.6+1.4

JRM

1

9

7

.0 mil

.5+0.5

.6+0.6
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2322. Angular distribution in alpha-induced fission of Th

T.Datta, S.P.Dange, H.Naik, P.K.Pujari and S.B.Manohar

Studies on angular distribution of fission products provide

insight into the saddle-point properties of the fissioning nuclei

in the framework of the Transition-State Model of nucleus.

According to this model, angular distribution is decided at the

saddle point depending on the tilting mode. input angular

momentum and excitation energy in the statistical domain. These
2

aspects are manifested through variance (KQ )of the tilting mode

rotational quantum states(K)that are projection of the total spin
2

(J) on the symmetry or fission axis. KQ inturn depends upon

shape or moments of inertia and temperature of the fissioning

nucleus at the saddle, governing the eventual angular

distribution of the products. The saddle point configuration

might correlate with the mode of mass division in symmetric and

asymmetric splits leading to different angular anisotropy of the

symmetric or asymmetric fission products. Limited experimental

data from literature [1] and this lab [2] support mass-asymmetry

dependence of angular distribution. Present work has been carried

out on angular distribution of mass-resolved fission products in
232

40 MeV alpha induced fission of Th to compare with earlier

reported data at 30 MeV in the same system from this lab [2} to

understand the various aspects and the effect of multichance

fission.

The measurements were carried out at the 88" variable energy

cyclotron employing recoil-catcher collection and off-line gamma

spectrometric techniques. Electrodeposited targets of thickness

"200 fig/cm were used with the 4010.4 MeV alpha-beam collimated

to 5 mm. Integral current in the irradiations were 12-16 ft Ah.
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Fission products were collected on 25 fim thick Al-catcher foils

mounted in cylindrical geometry. The angles of collection were

84.47°, 64.18°, 48.95°, 38.48°, 31.29° and 25.70° covering the

azimuthal angle of 180 . The fission products in the catcher

foils from six angles were assayed in each irradiation using a 60

cc HPGe detector coupled to a 4K MCA with a resolution of 2 keV

at 1332 KeV. The angular anisotropy of eleven fission products in

the asymmetric light and heavy-mass regions and four fission

products in the symmetric mass regions were ieduced from least-

square analysi.s according to the equation

W(6)= a + bCos29, W(0)/W(90) = 1 + b/a

where for any specific fission product W(0)is the activity (A) at

angle 6 per unit solid angle.

W(8) - A/wCCosSi - Cose2).

Table-2 shows the range of angular anisotropy for the
232

average asymmetric and symmetric mass products in Th(ai,offey,f)
232

along with the data [2] in Th(cc30Mev»f) • It is seen that the

asymmetric products are emitted more anisotropically than the
2

symmetric products due to lower KQ -value in the case of
2

asymmetric products. Such lower KQ is due to different

(asymmetric) saddle configuration compared to the symmetric

saddle as well as due to contribution from successive chance

fission at lower temperature. The asymmetric fission essentially

is first chance. The, anisotropy for both the modes increases with

increasing energy as also seen from Table-2 due to higher input

angular momentum and higher multichance fission contributions.



232Table-2: Angular Anisotropy in Th(a,f).

Ea E*(MeV) <I> ~ W(0*)/W(9Cf)

ASVMM . SYMM.

29.0 23.5 9.1 1.677±0.093 1.38310.134

39.1 33.3 13.7 1.962±0.111 1.618±0.101

References:

1. H.Kudo et.nl. Phys.Rev. C 25, 909(1982).

2. S.B.Manohar et.al. Proc. IAEA Symp.on Physics and Chemistry

of Fission, Gaussing (GDR),(1988).

3. Interplay of the aligned and statistical collective rotational

degrees in fission

T.Datta, S.P.Dange and H.Naik

In medium energy fission, fragment angular momentum (<J>)

arises due to interplay of collective rotational degrees

e.g.,tilting,wriggling,bending and twisting coupled to rigid

rotation. The dependence of fragment <J> on the input excitation

energy(E ) and angular monentutn (I) arises due to these

collective rotational degrees. On the other hand dependence of

fragment <J> on mass asymmetry is due to the importance of

moments of inertia in partition of I and statistical excitation

of the rotational degrees e.g. wriggling,bending and twisting.

Component of <J> due to rigid rotation tilting is aligned w.r.t.

the beais-axis unlike the statistical components.

Importance of the various collective rotational degrees has



been quantitatively evaluated for a specific Mass-asymtetric
134 238fragment I in U(a,f) system to interpret the emission

angle dependence of fragment <J> in U(a40HeV'f)and angle-

averaged fragment <J> at various excitation energies for alpha-

energies from 25 to 44 MeV in U(oc,f). Details of both types of

experiments were reported earlier [1]> In the first case
132

independent isomeric yield ratios of fission product I were

determined at six angles w.r.t. the alpha beam using recoil

catcher technique and off-line gamma-spectrometry while in the
132latter case the independent isomeric yield ratios of I were

determined over 2n solid angle but at various alpha energies

using the same techniques. Fragment <J> were deduced in each cese

using statistical model based code GROGI2 to account for spin

changes during fragment deexcitation and the isomeric yield

ratios as given in Tables 3 and 4.

Table-3 : Comparison of experimental and theoretical <J> for
134- 238

fragment I in U(<x,f)at constant energy

39.0 MeV and initial spin 14.6 It

eCM

84.47

64.18

48.95

38.48

31.29

25.70

K0
2<G)h2

77.5

68.0

52.8

38.5

27.9

19.8

<J>expt*

11.2±0.4

10.8±0.4

8.310.8

7.2*0.4

6.5*0.3

6.510.3

121

10.2

9 . 7

8 .V

8 . 4

8 . 1

7 . 9

<J>calc11

134

11.3

10.6

9 . 6

8 . 9

8 . 4

8 . 1
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Table-4: Comparison of experimental and theoretical <J>
134 '

for fragment I in

energies— angle integral

for fragment 13*I in 238U(a,f)at various

Ea(MeV)

25 .2

2 7 . 0

33.1

39 .1

4 4 . 2

Ml

7 . 4

8 . 6

12.0

14.6

16.4

KV

13.9

18.0

31.6

43.5

52.8

6.9±0.5

7.5±0.6

9.7±0.8

9.7±0.5

10.)±0.8

5 . 4

6 . 0

7 . 7

9 . 1

10.1

In the present calculations fragment <J> were evaluated in

each case considering the contributions from the tilting

(Jxi).wriggling (Jw),bending (Jg) and twisting (JTW) modes taking

into account the effect of snultichance fission. In evaluation of

the multichance fission both spin-dependent and independent

methods were used while in the spin -independent method both

constant temperature and excitation energy dependent level

density expressions were used. It was seen from different

methods, for af/Qn ratio *»* 1.0 .that both first and third chance

fissions dominate with nearly the same weightage. The net

resultant fragment spin is-

<J >

The contribution Jjl was evaluated [2} based on the

appropriate angle dependent expression due to correlation of

tilting node and angle of fragment emission. The component

B were also evaluated using the detailed expressions
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involving the appropriate eigen vectors [2]. Calculations were
«

carried out for 'both the asymmetric mass 134 and symmetric mass

121 but for spherical shapes. Tables 3 and 4 show the theoretical

calculated <J> values. It is seen that for the asymmetric product

134 the emission angle dependence of <J> as well as dependence of

<J>on input energy and spin is well accounted for by the

theoretical evaluations. The observed agreement shows

quantitative influence of the aligned spin components in Table—3

and of the statistical spin components in Table-4. It also

becomes clear from Table-3 that for the symmetric mass the

angular variation of <J> is less than the asymmetric mass. Thus

variation is further lessened with expected higher deformation of

symmetric products due to the statistical components.
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4. Charge distribution in low energy fission of actinides

H. Naik, S. P. Dange and T. Datta

Studies on charge distribution in low energy fission of

actinides provide* information about the (i) nuclear structure

effect, such as shell closure proximity and odd-even effect[l]

and about the descent dynamics at the last stage of fission[2,3].

With the aim of investigating the above aspect, fractional

cumulative yields (FCY) of 128Sn, 131Sb, 132Te and 134Te were
233 235determined in thermal neutron induced fission of U, U,

239Pu, 241Pu and C«.

Electrodeposited targets of 233U, 235U, 239Pu, 241Pu and
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245

Cm covered with 0.0025 cm thick aluminium catcher foil were
12 —2irradiated in the reactor APSARA at a flux of 1.2x10 n cm

see" for 25-30 rnins. After each irradiation the catcher foil was

used for direct gamma ray counting or iodine separation

chemistry. The aluminium catcher foil or separated aliquot of

iodine sample was counted in a fixed geometry on 80 c.c. HPGe

detector coupled to a 4K channel analyser. In the direct sample
128the respective gamma lines followed for the nuclides Sn.

1 Sb, 1JATe, iJ*Te and l I were 482.3 keV, 943.3 keV, 228.2

keV, 210.4 keV and 1260.4 keV whereas in the separated sample

the gamma lines followed for 132im'« and
 135I were 772.7 keV and

1260.4 keV respectively. The 1260.4 keV gamma line of I

followed above was used for fission rate monitor in both the

cases.

From the observed activities of the gamma lines, cumulative

1<
132,
yields of 128Sn, 131Sb, 132Te and 13ATe and independent yield of

I were calculated using usual decay growth equations. Using

literature data of FCY values of other fission products in the

same mass chains width of the distribution (03), most probable

charge (Zp) and charge polarization AZ » Zp~ZuCD w e r e deduced in
233

the four mass chains in thermal neutron induced fission of U,
235U. 2 3 V 239Pu. a«Pu. 2*5C» and 2*9Cf.

It was observed that the width of the distribution (og) and

charge polarization (AZ) for 128 and 134 mass chains are lower

than other two mass chains. This is due to the presence of

spherical 50p shell in 128Sn and 82n shell in 134Te (fragment

Te) respectively. Further it is also observed that the width

of the charge distribution (03) for all the four mass chains

increases with fissionability parameter (Z2/A). This is most
2

probably due to higher nuclear viscosity with increase of Z /A.
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For higher fissionability the rate of descent to scission is

inevitably faster than at lower fissionabi1ity which in turn

broadens the width parameter. Quantitatively this can be

explained on the basis of zero point oscillation of harmonic

oscillator in the charge equilibration mode[2,3). Accordingly in

low energy fission width of the charge distribution is given as

<oz
2> M h/2Mw (1)

where M is the inertinl parameter of the N/Z mode given as

M - 2*/3 r0
2 m (A2/ZN) (1/c) (2)

where ro and m are the radius and mass and nucleon; A, Z, N

are the mass, proton and neutron number of the fissioning

nucleus, c is the neck radius.
2

From equation (1) and (2), <oz ) is given as

<oz
2> . (h/2*) (3/2*) (l/r0

2m) (ZN/A2) c — (3)

2
In static approach <oz > has practically the same value for

90<Zp<98 in contradiction with the experimental results. Thus the
2

dependence of <oz > on Zp should have dynamical origin through

the change of neck radius c with time.

Besides these, it was also observed that the FCY of Sn,
131 132 J 34

Sb, Te and Te were seen to decrease qualitatively with
2

increase of Z /A (as shown in figure 1) with some fluctuation at
234 * 242 *

U and Pu . Leaving the slight deviation the qualitative
relation is expected on the basis of change in Zp and OJJ, perhaps

2due to the change in intrinsic excitation energy with Z /A. From
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the static scission point model[4] it is known that intrinsic

excitation energy increases with increase of Z /A on account of

increasing Q-value and h'igher nuclear viscosity. It is difficult

to calculate exact intrinsic excitation energy for particular

split at scission. However it is known from comparison of neutron

yields (a major fraction of excitation energy) and the total

kinetic energy for spontaneous fission with those of thermal

neutron fission that 3/4 of the excitation energy above the

second saddle barrier in neutron fission appears as excitation

energy rather than kinetic energy. Therefore in figure 2, PCY of

the above fission products were plotted as a function of

excitation energy above the second saddle point. Figure 2 shows

a better correlation of FCY with excitation energy above the
242 *second . saddle point. The data in Pu which showed some

o
deviation in the earlier correlation of FCY with Z /A fits

234 *better. However for U some fluctuation still persists

inexplicably. Further from figure 2, it can seen that the FCY
242 *values of all four the fission products in Pu are closer to

the value in 236U* rather than 240Pu*. Similarly for 234U* it is
240 * 236 *

closer to the value in Pu rather than U . This may be

because of of their closeness in terms of both neutron to proton

(N/Z) ratio and excitation energy above the second saddle point.

Thus from the above studies it can be concluded that: (i)

systematic increase of og with, increase in fissionability

parameter (Z /A) is explained on the basis of descent dynamics,

(ii) sharp change in the value oj, and AZ near 50p and 82n

spherical shell is due to nuclear structure effect, (iii) charge

distribution parameters are closely related to the neutron to
o

proton (N/Z) ratio, fissionability parameter (Z /A) and
excitation energy above second saddle point besides nuclear
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viscosity and descent dynamics.
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5. Fission excitation function of Re compound nucleus

formed by C 1 2 + Tm169 and 0 1 6 + Ho 1 6 5 reactions.

R.H. Iyer, A.K. Pandey, P.C. Kalsi and R.C. Sharma

The availability of heavy ions of moderate energies at

the BARC-TIFR 14 UD Pelletron facility provides unique

opportunities to investigate systems of high angular momentum and

to test theoretical models for their adequacies in interpreting

and quantifying the experimental data. With a view to

understanding the effect of angular momentum on fission barrier

and fragment anisotropy, the fission cross sections and fragment
181

angular distributions of the 7sRe compound nucleus produced by

gC +6gTm and gO +67H0 reactions were measured at several

bombarding energies above the fusion barriers. In particular,

lower energies *were chosen where no experimental data are

available and where the average angular momentum <l>av of the

O16+Ho165 systems is lower than that of the C12+Tm169 system

(Fig. 3), the cross over occurring at an excitation energy of

about 57.6 MeV and <l>av about 27.5 fc.

Targets of Ho 1 6 5 & Tm 1 6 9 oxides of 0.5-1.0 ng/cm2

thickness deposited on high purity silver foils were used.

Fission fragments recoiling in the backward hemisphere with
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respect to the heavy ion beam (90 -165 Lab angle) were detected

in a cylindrical Lexan detector* '.

Statistical model fits to the experimental excitation

functions were performed by using angular-momentum-dependent

fission barriers Ef(J) from RLDM and from the rotating finite

range model RFRM of Sierk at different <l>av values (Fig. 4).

Evaporation residue cross sections ogp rather than total reaction

cross sections OR (optical model) were used to get rf/Fn values.

OEH for C +Tm were taken from the work of Plazil et al * and

that for 0 +Ho was computed by assuming similar OER/°R ratios

for both systems. The af/an ratio was floated ; the best fit was

found to be 1.00. Another parameter i.e. the ratio of rotational
o o

energy at saddle to equilibrium Rs/Re
 w a e also floated ; the best

value was found to be 0.75. It is seen that best fits to the

experimental data are provided by using the Bf(J) from RFRM. The

predicted cross sections are much smaller with Ef(J) from RLDM

(Fig. 5 & 6). Some cross section values at higher energies from
(3)the work of Sikkelandv have been included.

Our data are consistent with RFRM Ef(J=0) value of 19.2

MeV for Re181. The RLDM Ef(J=O) value of 22 MeV is high and is

inconsistent with the experimental data. Another noteworthy

observation is the excellent correspondence between the variation

of <l>av of C12+Tm169 and 016+Ho165 (Fig. 3) and the Tf/rn

values (Fig. 7) with excitation energy. The cross-over point

(E-57.6 MeV and <l>av 27.5 ti) represents a true compound nucleus

without any entrance channel effects. Further measurements of Of

and da/dfi on the Re and other systems at excitation energies

close to the cross-over region are in progress.
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6. Fission properties of low Z (Z i 80) elements

A.K. Pandey, P.C. Kalsi, R.C. Sharma and R.H. Iyer

Extensive experimental and theoretical work have been

reported in the literature on the spontaneous , neutron and

charged-particle-induced fission properties of heavy elements

(Z > 90). However ,those on the lighter elements (Z<80) are

rather limited. This is because the fission cross sections of low

Z elements (Z<80) are extremely small ,of the order of nanobarns

(10 cm ) as compared to several bar LIB (10~ cm ) in the case

of heavy elements even at excitation energies well above the

fission barrier (threshold) .which not only makes experimental

measurements difficult but also puts stringent conditions on the

target purity with respect to heavy element contamination. This

calls for development of measurement methods which are both

extremely sensitive and at the same time highly discriminating.

In this context , the extreme simplicity , sensitivity and

selectivity of solid state nuclear track detectors coupled with

some ingenuity on the part of the experimenter in recording and

revealing unambiguously even a small number of fission events in

presence of relatively large fluxes of neutrons,protons, alpha

particles, carbon ions, oxygen ions etc. can be used to great

advantage in studies involving lighter elements.

As part of a systematic program of work on the fission

properties of low Z (Z < 80 ) elements some measurements on

the fission oross-sections and excitation functions in the
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fission of ytterbium (Z«70) and terbium (Z - 65) induced by He

ions were carried out in the energy range 30-65 MeV (from VBCC >

Calcutta ). The measured fission cross-sections range from about

4 nanobarns to 160 nanobarnB in the case of Tb and about 9

nanobarns to 15 micro barns in the case of Yb (Fig. 8).

The data were analyzed using the statistical model

expression for the ratio of fission width to neutron emission

width, Ff/rn. In the case of lighter elements, Tf/rn * °f/°R

where Of and OR represent the experimental fission cross section

and total reaction cross section respectively, OR was calculated

using the optical model(2f3)

f"
2

I ..HV 2 <E-If)" V
1 (M,)"2

where an and af are level density parameters for neutron emission

and fission respectively, E the excitation energy , Bf the

fission barrier, Bn the neutron binding energy ,A is the mass

number of the compound nucleus and KQ is a constant taken as 10.7

MeV. A least square fitting procedure was used to fit the

experimental rf/Pn value to obtain the best values of Ef,&f and

an. The theoretical fits to the Tf/rn data for terbium and

ytterbium are shown in Fig.9 and 10 respectively for values of

af>A/8 and A/20 (reasonable upper and lower limits ).. The results

are shown in Table *; A comparison of the present data with

similar data jn lighter elements (Table 5) which have been

measured previously shows that because of the large ground state

deformation of these nuclides, the shell corrections to the

liquid drop barrier are relatively small as against large

corrections to the closed shell nuclides in the Au-Bi region*
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simple liquid drop model (LDM) ,non-rotating liquid drop model

RLDM, shell cor'rected liquid drop and the finite range models of
(4) f5)

Sierk and Mustafa et. al are also shown for comparison.
163

67H0 represents one of the lightest compound nuclei for which

fission barrier hns been measured experimentally which brings to

focus the indispensable nature of SSNTDs for fission studies of

low Z elements.

Table-5 Riperisentif and theoretical fission barrier* If aid level {entity parateter*

if < *„ for I O K lor Z (Z < M ) ifiteii.

C.I.

. 163
*7"°

Ti I H

«"'"•'

Bipt.lf

(Met)

31.213.5

2M13.0
1 27.113.0
1 23.913.0

LDH

flirt)

36.41

34.6

33.1

30.6

MM

(*»)

33.6

31.2

24.7

27.3

SkHI-Corr.

L.D.(lteT)

34. J

32.6

31.1

26.6

Sierk

IIM)

21.4

26.6

25.3

23.3

Hiltafi

(lte»)

30.5

20.3

27.2

2S.3

•f

(Itel'1)

A/12

A/12

4/12

4/12

•f/*»

t.lt

1.04

1.03

1.03

lef.

n i t iorl

Previoii «rk ( 1 )

Fretioii wrl'

n i l «orl
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7. Fast neutron fission yields in the fission of U and Np

R.H. Iyer, P.C. Kalsi, R.C. Sharma, A.K. Pandey and H. Naik

Several short and long neutrons irradiations of highly

depleted uranium and pure Np-237 were performed in APSARA reactor
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as part of long-range IAEA-supported and comprehensive program of

experimental measurements of absolute fission yield in the

fission of actinide isotopes related to the fast reactor program.

The total no of fissions occurring in the target were

determined by fission track technique and the no. of atoms of a

given fission product by high resolution gamma ray spectrometry.

In the initial phase of the program the absolute yields of 25 and

10 asymmetric products in the half-life range of about 30 minutes

(e.g. Cs ) to about one year (e.g. Ce ) have been measured in

the fast fission of U and Np respectively and compared with

the latest fission product yield compilations ENDF/B-VI and UKFY-

2.

8. Development of a computer programme for the calculation

of fission yieldB.

H.C. Sharma and R.H. Iyer

A computer programme in FORTRAN 77 has been developed for

the calculation of fission yields. It car. be used on an IBM

compatible PC having C6A card and Co-processor. It has a built

in library of fission product nuclides and their nuclear data.

The input data required for this programme are date and time of

irradiation, date and time of gamma spectra taken, duration of

counting! gamma energy and its corresponding peak area. It also

requires efficiency calibration data. During its run the

programme calculates the half life corresponding to a energy,

identifies the nuclide and calculates the fission yields. One can

have a graphics display of the peak area (cpm ) versus decay tine

also. Data points can be checked in graphic display if required.

This program- has been tested with experimental data obtained on
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fast neutron fission of depleted U and found to be working

well. The use .of this computer program eliminates subjectivity

and personal errors in the evaluations of the data.

9. Charge distribution in 79 MeV 12C induced fission of 232Th

A.V.R.Reddy, A.Goswaini, B.S.Tomar, A.6.C. Nair, S.K.Das,

S.B.Manohar and Satya Prakash

Studies of charge and mass distribution in heavy ion induced

fission of actinides at moderate energy give unique opportunity

to understand the mechanism of the reaction compared to the low

energy fission, due to absence of shell and pairing effects,

although compound nuclei in these reactions will have excitation

energies around 50 NeV and above leading to multichance fission.

Studies on charge distribution in heavy ion induced fission of

actinides are scarce and few measurements indicated the possible

presence of two peaked distributions(1,2), one centered around

neutron deficient products and the other centered around neutron

rich products. It was attributed that neutron rich products 'were

formed from non-equilibrium process and the neutron deficient

products were formed from normal low energy fission process. The

widths of these two distributions showed dependence on the

excitation energy. In view of these interesting observations,

systematic studies on the determination of the independent yields

of different elements in the heavy ion induced fission of

actinides were initiated and yields of antimony and iodine
12 232

isotopes in the 79 NeV C induced reaction of Th were
2

•assured. Self supporting target of thorium (2.5 mg/cm ) was

covered with A.75 mg/cm aluminium foil and bombarded with 79 NeV
12C ions at BAKC-TIFR pellatron facility, TIFR, Bombay. Duration
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of bombardment wan kept around 20-30 min for the short lived

products and 5-6 hours for long lived products. Current on the

target was around 30 particle nA which was measured using an

electron suppressed Faraday cup. After appropriate cooling, the

catcher foils were dissolved and antimony and iodine were

separated using standard radiochemical separation procedures.

I and Sb were used as tracers for determination of

radiochemical yields. The radioactivity of iodine and antimony

isotopes in separated samples were assayed using high resolution

gamma spectrometry.

The standard decay-growth relations and the measured

photo-peak areas were used to calculate the yields of different

isotopes, details of which are given elsewhere(3). Yields

obtained in the present investigations are given in Table 6.

Isotopic yields of each element are fitted to a gaussian to

Table 6: Isotopic yields of antimony and iodine

Isotope

122-Sb

124-Sb

126-Sb

127-Sb

128-Sb

129-Sb

yield

1.74

5.02

2.45

4.80

1.00

1.00

Isotope

128-1

130-1

131-1

133-1

134-1

135-1

yield

0.54

1.00

1.40

0.62

0.33

0.32

obtain the distribution parameters, width of the distribution

(A)- and the moat probable mass (Ap) (Table 7).
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Table 7: Charge distribution parameters

Z A A* Ap Ap/Z

51 2.79+0-34 2.197 124.9+0.5 2.449

53 2.24+0.07 2.210 130.6+0.1 2.464

* Width calculated taking into account of nuclear temperature

effect and UCD hypothesis.

We did not observe two peaked distribution indicating that cross-

section for fission following the direct reactions is negligible

compared to that for fusion-fission. The widths of the

distribution for both antimony (Z*51) and iodine (Z=53) are

higher compared to those observed in the low energy fission. The

broadening of widths could be due to higher nuclear temperature

and multichance fission. Ratios of most probable mass to charge

for both antimony and iodine are nearly same which indicates

that the fission follows Unchanged Charge Distribution (UCD).

These ratios were used to arrive at the average fissioning system

mass and the total number of neutron emitted in this reaction as

235.8 + 0.7 and 8.2 + 0.7 respectively.

References:
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10. Alpha Particle Induced Fission of 209Bi at 55.7 and 58.6 NeV

S.S.Rattan, A.Ramaswani, R.J.Singh and Satya Prakash,

Studies on the fission properties of pre-actinides are very
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useful for testing the validity of existing theoretical models.
209With this in vie"w fission studies on Bi were initiated. In our

earII ier [1,2] studies the cross sections for the production of

fission products at alpha particle energies of 44.9 MeV and 49.1

MeV were determined using gamma ray spectrometry. The mass

distribution was found to be broad with a peak near mass 103. The

ratio of cross sections for fission to total reaction has been

found to increase rapidly from 0.008 to 0.02 from 44.9 to 49.1

MeV. In the present work the mass distribution was studied at

55.7 MeV and 58.6 MeV.

No literature data exists on charge distribution study in
209alpha particle induced fission of Bi. In the present work the

charge distribution in the alpha particle induced fission of

Bi has been studied at alpha particle energy of 55.7 MeV and

58.6 MeV for the mass chains 97, 99, 101, 112 and 117 using gamma

ray spectrometry.
209Targets of super pure Bi were prepared by vacuum

evaporation on 25.4 pirn super pure aluminium foils. The target

assembly, details of irradiations, countings and spectrum

analysis are given elsewhere[3].

The peak area (A) of the gamma peak of the daughter product

in the required mass chain can be related to the cumulative

number of atoms of parent (N^Q) formed (per unit time) and

independent number of atoms of daughter (N20) formed (per unit

time) by the following equation:

Y(A,T,t) - € N 1 0 X(T,t) + €.N20

Where, T and t are the irradiation time and decay tiae

respectively. € is the efficiency of the detector for the
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required gamma ray. The details of the equation are given else

where[4J. The calculated X and Y values were fitted to a

straight line using least squares analysis to get the slope (m)

and intercept (c). The fractional cumulative yield (FCY) of the

parent is given by the following equation:

FCY = m / (m+c). .

The equations were modified wherever the meta stable state

was involved. In order to determine the relative cumulative yield

of parent and independent yield of daughter, the daughter product

was assumed to be the last member of the mass chain involved. The

fractional independent yield (FIY) of the daughter product is (1-

FCY). Since there can be some yield of the grand daughter product

also, the above mentioned FCY in the true sense is a relative

FCY.

The data for the formation of fission products in the alpha

particle induced fission of Bi at 58.6 and 55.7 MeV are given

in Table 8. In case of Kr, Cd and mCd only one isomeric

state was studied which gives partial cross section for the

nuclide. From the plot of fission product cross section as a
209

function of mass in the alpha particle induced fission of Bi,

the mass distribution was found, to be symmetric wi.th the peak

near mass 104 and full width at half maximum around 21 mass

units.
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Table 8: Experimental cross sections in jib for the formation of

fission products in the alpha particle induced fission

of 209Bi.

Fission
Product

44.9 MeV
(Ref. [8,9])

49.1 MeV
(Ref. [8.9])

55.7 MeV
This work

58.6 MeV
This work

85mKr

91Sr

92Sr

95Zr

97Zr

99M

Mo
101Mno

103Ru

104Tc

105Ru

107Rh

1UAg
112Pd

115Cd

117mCd

395

497

653

483

± 38

± 35

± 95

± 68

173

450

793

715

918

1109

804

990

657

382

±

±

±

±

±

±

t

±

±

t

48

158

72

150

95

170

80

67

66

77

738

1218

1459

1564

3790

1366

1850

2489

2133

1122

1792

1023

920

1

t

±

1

1

±

±

±

1

297

563

518

242

1073

1892

1195

769

401

500

678

1026

1399

1650

2121

3640

2235

1900

2883

2125

1614

2035

1185

844

±

±

±

±

±

1

±

±

1

£

±

t

40

232

330

587

522

465

481

265

553

537

485

224

349

Table 9 gives the values of FCY determined in the alpha

particle induced fission of Bi at 58.6 and 55.7 MeV. The

fractional independent yield of the daughter product (1-FCY) has

been found to increase as the alpha particle energy increases

from 55.7 to 58.6 MeV for the same fission product mass chain.

This indicates that the charge distribution becomes broader as

the alpha particle energy increases.
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Table 9: Experimental fractional cumulative yields and calculated

Zp values In the alpha particle induced fission of

at alpha particle energy of 55.7 MeV and 58.6 MeV.

209,Bi

Parent
Nuclide

97Zr

99Mo

101Mo

ll2Pd

U 7 m C d #

Gamma ray
energy of
daughter
in keV

657.9

140.5

306.8

617.4

158.6,
553.0

PCY and
55

FCV

0.667+0

0.878+0

0.655+0

—

0.798+0

Zp at alpha
.7 MeV

Zp

.039

.011

.134

.169

39.86

40.67

41.49

45.96

47.83

particle energy of
58.6 MeV

FCY Zp

0.589 +0.111

0.763 +0.174

0.688 +0.114

0.599 +0.015

0.791 +0.130

39.93

40.75

41.56

46.03

47.91

1 1 *7m

# ' The FCY value of Cd is partial because here only m state
117of Cd is involved.-

Umezawa et al.[5] have given a prescription for the

calculation of most probable charge (Zp) for the actinides.

Though this method is not suitable for pre-actinides and as no

other empirical analysis or data exits for pre-actinides, it was

used to calculate the Zp values (Table 9). From the plot of FIY

as a function of (Z-Zp) the width of distribution (o) lies near

the range of 0.7 to 0.9, indicating a larger a value as compared

to thermal neutron induced fission of actinides. The value of
117mCd is off because here only m state of ll Cd is only

involved.

The total cross section determined by integrating the product
209yield curve in the alpha particle induced fission of Bi • was

found to be approximately 48.2 mb and 58.3 nb for 55.7 MeV and

58.6 MeV. respectively. Table 10 gives the total fission cross
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section arrived at using the average FCY values for all the mass

chains. Since charge distribution- could not be determined for all

the mass chains, an average value was taken for this purpose. The

approximate total fission cross section thus obtained agrees with

the reported data[6].

Table 10: Total fission cross section in mb in the alpha particle
209induced fission of Bi at alpha particle energy of.

55.7 MeV and 58.6 MeV.

Alpha particle
energy in MeV

Total fission cross section in mb I Average
(Ref. [7]) I Present FCY used

55.7

58.6 88

66

88

0.733

0.660
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11. Determination of Reactor- neutron spectrum of APSARA

Reactor

R.C. Sharma, A.K. Pandey H. Naik, P.C. Kalsi, R.H.Iyer

and D.V.S. Ramakrishna

* Neutron Physics Division

With a view to clearly defining the nature of the fast
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neutron spectra at the irradiation position being used for the

measurement of fast neutron fission yield of actinide isotopes

under the IAEA research contract. 7 threshold detectors were

used. The threshold detectors used are as follows:

Table 11:Threshold detectors for mapping fast neutron spectra

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Reaction

115In(n.n')115In
58Ni(n,p)58Co
56Fe(n,p)56Mn
54Fe(n,p)54Mn
27Al(n,a)24Na
238U (n.f)
237
"'Np(n.f)
232Th(n,f)

Effective

threshold

1

2

6

4

7

1

0

1

.4

.7

.1

.1

.1

.5

.87

.40

MeV

MeV

MeV

MeV

MeV

MeV

MeV

MeV

Gamma

energy

335 KeV

890 KeV

847 KeV

635 KeV f

1368 KeV

1

4.5

71.3

2.58

303

15.0

hr

day

hr

day

hr

| Fission (track method

1

Experimentally, known amounts of all the threshold

detectors wrapped in lmm thick Cd foil were irradiated jn the

reactor APSARA in the E8 position for 1-2 hrs. The samples were

counted for their gamma-ray activity. Reaction rates were

calculated in the first five cases using the gamma-counting data

while in the last three cases, the- reaction rates were found out

by using fission track method. The data were used to evaluate

the reactor neutron spectrum by making use of average cross-

sections and the total number of atoms using a computer code

developed by the Neutron Physics Division. The spectrum appears

to be a little harder than expected as shown in Fig. 11.
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12, Complete and Incomplete fusion in 12C + 93Nb and 160 +89Y

Reactions

B.S.Tomar, A.Goswami, A.V.R.Reddy, S.K.Das, P.P.Burte.

S.B.Manohar and Satya Prakash

Heavy ion induced reactions with the projectile energies

upto about lOMeV/amu and projectile mass upto 20 take place

mostly through compound nucleus (CN) mechanism. In the projectile

energy range of 10-15 MeV/amu, it has been observed that a

significant fraction of the reaction cross section is made up of

incomplete fusion (ICF) in which only a part of the projectile

fuses with the target and the remaining part escapes with nearly

same velocity as that of the projectile. These ICF reactions have

been explained by Wilczynski et al(l) in terms of their sum rule

model according to which ICF becomes significant only for

energies above lOMeV/amu. On the other hand some recent

studies(2) on lighter targets (A<100) have shown that ICF occurs

even at much lower projectile energies (5MeV/amu). The mechanism

of such ICF at low projectile energies is still not very clear.

The present work was undertaken to investigate the effect of

entrance channel mass asymmetry and angular momentum on fusion
16 89 12 93

cross sections in 0 + Y and C + Nb reactions. Both the

systems give the same compound nucleus Ag. The excitation

functions for the two systems were determined for radioactive

evaporation residues and compared with the statistical model

calculations using CASCADE code.

The experiments were carried out using BARC-TIFR PELLETRON

facility at Bombay. Stacks consisting of three self supporting

targets of Y or Nb (2.5ag/cm ) separated by aluminium foils

(2ng/cm3) were bombarded with the 1 60 or 12C beans. Four
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irradiations were carried out for each projectile target

combination encompassing the beam energy between 4 and 6MeV/amu.

The beam current was measured using an electron suppressed

Faraday cup placed behind the target assembly in the continuous

mode. After the irradiation the target and following catcher foil

were counted together for the gamma activity on an efficiency

calibrated 60cc HPGe coupled to a 4K MCA. From the measured

activities at the end of irradiation, the cross sections(o) were

calculated using the well known activation equation.

The data show that the excitation functions for the xn, pxn

and axn channels are practically similar in both the systems

except that the excitation functions for 0 case extend more

towards higher excitation energy. On the other hand the data for

2<xxn products, particularly Tc and Tc show much higher cross

section in the 12C +93Nb than that in the 160 4 89Y systems as;

shown in Figs.12 & 13. This indicates that these two Tc isotopes

are not only formed by evaporation of two alpha particles from

the CN but also by another mechanism.

Theoretical calculations of the cross sections were carried

out using the computer code CASCADE. It is found that the

excitation functions for the xn and pxn products are well

reproduced by the CASCADE code. In the case of axn channels,
100 OQ

Rh and Rh show higher cross sections than the CASCADE

predictions, while that for Rh is in agreement with the

calculation in both the entrance channels. For 2<xxn channels,

Tc and Tc show higher cross sections than calculated values

while Tc data agree with calculations in the case for C +
93Nb. For 160 + 89Y systea the cross sections of all the

technetiuw isotopes agr*« with CASCADE predictions.

Fro» the above observations it was inferred that in the
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case of C + Nb, the break up of projectile into a and Be

followed by fusion of either of the fragments with the target

takes place. In 160 +89Y, the break up of 160 into cr+12C followed

by fusion of either of the two, with the target takes place

giving higher cross sections for ~ Rh and mNb, but not the
1A ft

break up of 0 into two Be fragments. This latter process would

give higher cross section for Tc isotopes. Thus the present work

has shown that there is a significant enhancement in the cross

section of one alpha emission products as well products of alpha

transfer from projectile to target in both the reaction systems.

The threshold for these incomplete fusion reactions appears to be

much lower (about 5MeV/amu) than predicted by the sum-rule model.

References:
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209

13. Alpha Particle Induced Reactions of Bi at 55.7 and 58.6 MeV

S.S.Rattan, N. Chakravarty, A.Ramaswami and R.J.Singh

Measurement of production cross section is of significance

in the investigation of the competition between compound nucleus

and direct reaction mechanisms, as well as for testing the

validity of existing theoretical models. Alpha particle induced

reactions are interesting because the ' alpha particle being

heavier than a single nucleon projectile transfers a larger mass

and angular momentum to the compound nucleus. This allows the

study of residual nuclei that are fairly well removed from the

line of nuclear stability. In addition to this, the reaction

products are not complex as in case of heavy ion reactions.
209

Bi ia a neutron shell closed nucleus and has only one
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proton in excess of proton shell closure. It would be interesting

to see whether this structural feature shows any correlations

with the integral reaction cross sections at moderate bombarding
209energies. Also the (a,xn) reaction products of Bi upto a

relatively large value of x, have half lives that are convenient

to study using gamma ray spectrometry. Moreover, the alpha
209particle induced reaction cross sections on Bi have been

i

inadequately studied in the literature. In the present work the

production cross section of reaction products At, At, At

and At in the alpha particle induced reactions of Bi at

55.7 MeV and 58.6 NeV have been determined using gamma ray

spectrometry.

The data for the formation of reaction products in the alpha
209

particle induced reaction of Bi at 58.6 and 55.7 MeV are given

in Table 12.

Table 12: Experimental cross section in mb for the production of
207At, 208At, 209At and 210At by irradiation of 209Bi

with alpha particles

(Energy | 207At ' | 208At | 209At | 210At |

|in MeV | | | | |

| 55.7 | 37.2 | 904 ± &5 | 1135 ± 31 | 231 ± 7 |

| 58.6 | 55.1 ± 10.4 | 693 ± 85 | 493 1 37 | 123 ± 7 |

i i i i i i

207The cross section for the production of At have been carried

out for the first time. The slow fall in the production cross
209 210 211

section of At, At and At after reaching the maximum

indicates that the nuclear reaction in this energy region can be

via pre-equilibriua emission in addition to compound nuclear
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decay. In order to compare the magnitude of the experimental

production cross sections for the reaction products in
209 213—x

Bi(a,xn) At reactions, it was necessary to obtain these

cross sections at the same available energies (Eav) for each of

the reaction channels.

Eav

Where, Ea • Alpha particle energy in centre of mass system

Q(x) • Q-value for the reaction channel of neutron multiplicity x

The Q-values for the different reaction channel were

calculated using the mass excesses[1] for the reactants and

products. Table 13 gives the calculated lab energy and the-

corresponding graphically interpolated experimental production

cross section obtained from the present work and reported

data [2-5] for reaction products in1 the reactions Bi(oc,xn)
213"xAt at different available energies.

The plot of interpolated experimental production cross
209 213—xsection for reaction products in Bi(et,xn) At as a

function of neutron number of the reaction products at different

available energies is given in Fig.14. The graph shows that the

peak for the production cross section lies at neutron number 126

for lower available energies and slowly starts moving towards the

lower neutron number as the available energy starts increasing.

This variation shows the presence of possible shell effects at

neutron number 126.
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Table 13: Calculated lab energy and the corresponding experimental

production cross section for reaction products in
209 213—x

Bi(or,xn) At as a function of neutron number
of the reaction products at different available energies

Reaction
product

Reaction

Neutron
number

Q—value

Available
energy
(Eav)

207At

(cc,6n)

122

-50.99

208At

(o,5n)

123

-43.65

209At

(a,4n)

124

-35.24

210At

(or,3n)

125

-28.08

211At

(a,2n)

126

-20.33

212At

(a, n)

127

-15.29

Calculated lab energy in MeV and the corresponding
experimental-oroduction-cross section in mb for reaction
products in /OVBi (o,xn) n J"XAt

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

52.99

54.01

55.03

56.05
(39)

57.06
(45)

58.08
(51)

59,10

60.12

61.14

62.16

45.51

46.53

47.54

48.56
(39)

49.58
(80)

50.60
(120)

51.62
(180)

52.64
(270)

5.3.66
(405)

54.68
(620)

36.93

37.95

38.97

39.99

41.01
(151)

42.03
(230)

43.05
(345)

44.07
(570)

45.09
(990)

46.10
(910)

29.63
(8)

30.65
(52)

31.67
(160)

32.69
(325)

33.71
(560)

34.73
(780)

35.75
(920)

36.77
(1020)

37.78
(1140)

38.80
(1180)

21 .73
(33)

22 .75
(115)

23.77
(240)

24.79
(390)

25.81
(520)

26.83
(640)

27.85
(740)

28.87
(810)

29.89
(870)

30.91
(900)

16.54
(0.2)

17.56
(1.0)

18.58
(5.8)

19.60
(25)

20.62
(76)

21.63
(132)

22.65
(140)

23.67
(109)

24.69

25.71

Note:- The number in the brackets are the corresponding
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experimental production cross section for reaction products in
20Si(a,xn)2l3-xAt.
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209 111—Y
14. Neutron shell effects in the Bi(a,xn) At and

197Au(a,xn)201~xTl reactions

S.S. Rattan and N. Chakravarty

For a broad range of nuclei, neutron shell effects have not

been seen or quantitatively investigated so far for spaltation

reactions induced by charged particle projectiles. The stimulus

for this work therefore was to see whether such mean field

effects show up in the integral cross sections for the
209Bi(a,xn)213~xAt and 197Au(a,xn)201~xTl reactions at moderate

bombarding energies.

The reaction cross sections were obtained by the 50 and 60
197 209NeV a particle bombardments on Au and Bi targets of nuclear

grade purity. The cross sections were obtained by off line T-

spectrometric assay of the residues. Detail's of the experiment

and data reduction are given elsewhere {1,2}. The measured cross

sections were supplemented with those obtained from literature.
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Meaningful syst etna tics from the (a,xn) cross sections (a(atxrt)),

of a given target can be extracted if the o(cr,xn) are compared at

the same available energy of the residual (Eav) where,

E a v » Ea(cm) + Q(x) (1)

Ea(cm) being the a particle energy in the centre of mass

frame and x the neutron multiplicity. Corresponding to the Eor

values resulting from the E a v values of 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 MeV, the
209o(a,xn) were read off from the excitation functions for the Bi

197and Au targets individually.

Figs.14 and 15 show the variation of o(a,xn) with the N of

the residual. The distribution for ~XT1 (Fig.15) is very

nearly symmetrical displaying the stationary centroid of a

typical statistical distribution. There is a larger yield of the
209 197products with lower N for both Bi and Au targets because

the Eos corresponding to the same E a v value for these products is

higher leading to a higher absorption cross section. The striking

feature of Fig.14 however, is that the distributions at the E a v

values of 1,2,3 and 4 MeV are skewed towards higher N with the

centroid at N=126 which gradually shifts to a lower N value at

higher E a v. This clearly shows the importance of the 126 neutron

shell in determining the 209Bi(a,xn)213~xAt yields at low E a v. As

the E a v and correspondingly Ea is raised, the shell effect is

washed away and the distribution acquires a greater symmetry. A

relatively low E a v e.g. 4 MeV nonetheless corresponds to an Ea of

as high as "56 MeV for the 209Bi(a,6n)207At reaction. This work

suggests that mean field effects still retain sufficient

influence at these elevated energies to affect the course of the

reaction.

References:
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Sntya Prakash and S.K. Ghosh, Radiochim. Acta 48, 1 (1989)

2. S.S. Rattan,- N. Chakravarty, A. Ramaswami and R.J. Singh,
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27
15. Alpha particle induced reactions on Al at 55.2 and 56.2

MeV

S.S.Rattan, A.Ramaswami and R.J.Singh

The cross section determinations of charged particle induced

reactions of light elements like Al, Mg, Na, etc., are important

from the point of view of charged particle induced activation

analysis of elements in material technology for applications like

the aerospace industries. The alpha particle induced reactions on
27
Al have been studied using gamma ray spectrometry.

27The cross section for Mg has been found to increase as a

function of energy in this energy region. The cross section of
57 5fl
Mg is significantly higher as compared to Mg, so the emission

27of One extra neutron in case of Mg along with three protons

enhances the cross section. Similarly, in the case of Al the

emission of one extra neutron along with two protons enhances the
29cross section significantly as compared to Al where only two

27protons are emitted. This enhancement in cross section of Mg
28 2

and Al may probably be due to some cluster emission like H or
3 22
He. Similarly, the enhancement in cross section of Na as
compared to Na where four protons are emitted may probably be

2 Adue to some cluster emission like H, He, etc..

The Q value is less endoergic whenever there is a cluster

formation. The relative Q values with the associated ejectile
22 2^configuration for Na and Na give an indication of the

22enhancement of cross section for Na. The cross sections for
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Mg and Al show that for the emission of same number .of

protons the emission of neutrons is favoured, as this lowers the

excitation energy of the system.

Table 14: Experimental cross section in mb for the production

of 7Be, 22
Na, 27Mg, 28Mg. and 29A1 by

27irradiation on Al with alpha particles.

Reaction cross section in mb at alpha particle energies

products 55.6 MeV 58.8 MeV 58 MeV 55.2 MeV 58.2 MeV

[Ref.l] [Ref.l] [Ref.2] '• Present

Be 0.96 1.32 1.0 1.025
22Na 48.93 46.2 49. 49.77 + 0.82
J4Na 15.11 22.56 18. 12.37+0.76

Mg — — 5.4 2.34 + 0.07

Mg 0.46 0.60 0.43 0.435+ 0.039

Al — — — 74.66 + 8.73

Al — — 6.6 5.81 + 0.54

27

28

28

29

1.136+ 0.054

43.98 + 1.63

18.54 + 0.54

.3.01.+ 0.12

0.410+ 0.032

71.94 + 11.35

5.37 + 0.31

References:

1. U.Martens, G.W.Schweimer, Z. Phy. 233, 170 (1970).

2. H.J.Probst, S.M.Qaim and R.Weinreich, Int. J. Appl. Radiat.
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16. Measurement of isomeric yield ratios and excitation
107 109functions in the alpha induced reaction of ' Kg

S.K.Saha and R.Guin

In continuation of the study on isomeric yield ratios and
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excitation functions in the ot-induced reaction on Ag,

theoretical calculations have been carried out with the most

recent version of ALICB code (ALICE 85/300) to compare the

experimental excitation functions with the model predictions.

This version of the code considers multiple precompound emission

also. Here the initial exciton number(n o) and the mean free path

multiplier (k) were considered as free parameters. The

calculations were performed with three different n o

configurations: n o * 4 (np • 2, n n • 2, n^ - 0 ) , n o « 6 (np • 2,

n n • 3, n n • 1) and n o • 6 (np • 3, n n " 2 , n^ « 1 ) . The mean free

path multiplier k was varied from 1.0 to 2.0 in steps of 0.5. it

has been found that the experimental excitation functions could

best be reproduced (Pig.16) with n o • 4 and k «1. The

experimental isomeric yields were also calculated as a function

°f Irms o f the initial spin distribution. From Fig.17, it is

evident that the isomeric yield ratios depend strongly on the

I r m 8 . This indicates that the entrance channel angular momentum

strongly influences the isomer ratios.

2t)fi
17. Electron capture probability in the decay of Po .

S.K.Saha and R.Guin

The electron capture (EC) probability in the decay of Po

has been studied. Po w<is produced by efc-bombardment on natural

lead target. After sufficient cooling for the decay of ahort-

1i>td products, the Po activity was radiochemically separated

from the irradiated Pb and was chemicaly plated on a 5mmx 5mm Ag

foil. The ofc- and x-y activities of the sample have been assayed

by long countings. The analysis of the spectra has been done to

evaluate the Pj< value and the (L+ M +. . . . )/K ratio in the EC
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decay of 208Po to the 925.7 KeV level in 2 0 8Bi. Theoretical

calculations have also been carried out to compare the

experimental results with the model predictions. The theory of

Behrens and Buhring(l) has been used in the calculations. The EC

transitions of 208Po to the 925.7 KeV level of 208Bi is a second

forbidden non-unique transition. According to Vatai(2), the (Lj +

LJI + Mj + Mil)/ K ratio for a non-unique forbidden transition is

independent of nuclear matrix elements and can be assumed to' be

the same as that for the first- forbidden unique transition. But

the O-ITI + M m + Mjy) /K ratio for a non-unique forbidden

transition depends also on nuclear matrix elements. Its nuclear

matrix elements independent part is the same as that for the

first forbidden unique transition. From the ratio [ ( L J U + M m +

Mjy )/K]second forbidden non-unique /[(Lju + M m + Mjy )/K]

first forbidden unique, the value of the ratio of non-

relativistic and relativistic nuclear matrix elements can be

determined. The preliminary results indicate good agreement

between the experimental value with the theoretical one.

References:

(1) Behrens and Buhring, Nucl.Phys. A162, 111(1971).

(2) Vrttai, Nucl.Phys.A212, 413 (1973).

i 44
18. Electron capture probability in the decay of Pm

R.Guin and S.K.Saha

Similar study has been carried out for the EC decay of
144 144

Pm. Here the Pj( values to the different levels of Nd have

been determined from the intensities of sum peaks (694 KeV +

778.6 KeV + Kn) and 618 KeV +K a). The x-y sum coincidence spectra

of the l**Pm sample has been analysed. The EC transitions of
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Pm to different levels of HHNd are of the first forbidden

type. The study will enable us to determine the contribution of

higher atomic shells and sub-shells in these first forbidden

transitions. Theoretical calculations using the model of Behrens

and Buhring are also being carried, out to compare with the

experimental results.

19. Setting up of Mini-Orange spectrometer

S.K.Saha and S.K.Bose

A Mini-Orange spectrometer has been fabricated for the

measurement of conversion electrons in nuclear decay. The

transition probabilities and nuclear level spin-parities can be

determined from the measurements of conversion electrons. In our

design, both the Si(Li) detector and magnet assembly along with

the central Pb-absorber can be moved back and forth in the

vacuum. Thus the position of the detector and the source can be

varied which is essential for efficient transmission and

focusing of conversion electrons on to the detector. The system

has been fabricated at VECC workshop and the desired high

vacuum(10~ torr) for the detector system has been achieved.

20. Perturbation of gamma-ray .angular correlation by an

Ornstein-Ulhenbeck process

S.K.Das

The theory of perturbed angular correlation (PAC) in case

of tine-dependent interaction was developed using first order

perturbation treatment(1). However, there are situations of

strong interaction which do not follow the above treatment. So

the need for the refinement for the above treatment with proper
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consideration of the perturbing environment has become

inevitable and has gained much theoretical and experimental

interest in recent years (2-5).

Due to the random collision of atoms and molecules, the

axis of interaction and the strength of interaction change

randomly in very complicated way. In this model the perturbing

field being a vector can be specified by its strength and

direction which being random in nature can be described by a

distribution. Attempt(6) has been made on this line by

considering the field as Gaussian in nature. However in this

model no memory effect of . the past has been included. A

particularly simple way to incorporate memory effect is to model

this noise as an Ornatein Ulhenbeck process(OUP). We have

modified this previous calculation by introducing an exponential

auto correlation function in the distribution of the perturbing

field. This clearly brings out the special features about the

dependence of PAC on the characteristic property of the

surrounding media. An expression for the attenuation factor has

been obtained in this calculation. This factor has been

calculated numerically for different values of interaction

strength and correlation time of OUP.
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21. Positron annihilation studies of Zn doped CaBaLaCusOy and

P.K.Pujari and T. Datta

Since last few years, positron annihilation technique has

been extensively used to pr.obe the nature of high temperature

superconducting transition. Though these investigations have

enhanced the understanding of the electronic structural

properties of these exotic materialst several anomalies still

exist. It is seen that the positron annihilation parameters

respond to a fluctuation at the superconducting transition

temperature and several possible reasons are proposed. However, a

consensus is yet to emerge on what exactly is the reason(s) for

this fluctuation. The present work on doped compounds i.e.

positron annihilation studies on CaBaLaCi^Oy, YBa2Cu30y and. their

Zn doped counterparts, is addressed to unravel the very scheming

behaviour of positrons in these materials as well as ' to

understand the mechanism of high temperature superconductivity.

These investigations are carried out in continuation of our

earlier studies on several high Tc superconductors.

Zn has been identified as an ideal dopant for several

reasons e.g.

* It is thought to be replacing the Cu atoms in the Cu-0 plane,

considered vital for superconductivity; thus altering its

electronic environment.

* Its substitution has a deleterious effect on Tc (depression of

13 K/percent), which is not obtained by other- dopants.

* It has a filled shell configuration and shows non-Jahn-Teller

effect. In other words, the variable valency nature of Cu in Cu-0

plane is suppressed by its substitution.
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• The last but most important aspect is that no 0-T

transformation takes place upto a large extent of doping and the

sample remains single phase, helping in unambiguous

interpretation of data;

It was therefore interesting to -see how these altered

electronic structural environment reflect in the positron

annihilation parameters in the normal state.

floppier broadened annihilation radiation (DBAR) and Life-

time measurements were carried out on CaBaLaCu30v (1113),

YBa2C»3Oy (123), CaBaLaZnxCu3_x0v and YBa2ZnxCu3_xOy (x*0.05,
220.1, 0.2. 0.3 and 0.4) at room temperature using a Na source.

The detector resolution for the DBAR measurements was <1.1 KeV at

511.8 KeV and the time resolution of the life-time spectrometer

was 240 ps. Line shape parameter 'S' was evaluated for the DBAR

measurements and the life-time 1* was extracted using the code

RESOLUTION and POSITRONFIT. The results are shown in figure 18.

The highlights of this investigations are:

• Though 1113 and 123 are identical in structure and property,

the measured parameters (T* and S) show different trends e.g. an

increase in f,S with x is seen for 1113 whereas a sharp decrease

is observed for 123.

• The T for pure 1113 (171 ps) is seen to be less than that of

pure 123 and the change in T with x for 1113 is seen to be much

less than 123. Also the parameters show a tendency to saturate at

xx0.2 and above.

• Since oxygen depletion takes place with substitution in both

the compounds, oxygen vacancy trapping may not be the reason for

the increase in T with x for 1113. Other reasons i.e. positron

trapping Zn precipitates or any impurity phase is also ruled

out.
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FIG-18 :'S' PARAMETER AND T FOR SOME OF THE ZQ
IN 1113 AND 123 SYSTEM

DOPED COMPOUNDS
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• Therefore the observations can be rationalised only by

assuming preferential site occupancy of Zn in 123 and 1113 at

lower concentration. At high concentration of Zn, a saturation

effect is seen and may be due to randomisation of site occupancy.

• A detailed calculation of positron density distribution and

the measurement of annihilation parameters as a function of

temperature across Tc for these doped compounds are required to

get a better understanding of these findings.

22. Positron annihilation study of ordering transformation in

Cu-Zn-Al shape memory alloy

P.K. Pujari and T. Datta

Ordering transformation in alloys occurs when a random

arrangement of solvent and solute atom is replaced by a regular

or orderly arrangement of different atoms on preferred lattice

sites. Such transformations are often associated with changes in

the nature and population of vacancies. It is well known that

positron annihilation technique is extremely sensitive to

vacancies in metals and alloys. This technique can therefore be

used to detect ordering transformations and also determine the

thermodynamic properties of the vacancies involved in the

transformation.

The Cu-Zn-Al shapememory alloy shows two ordering

transformations viz. (Disordered) >B2 >D03, investigated
22in the present work. Na was deposited between two identical

discs (2 mm thick) of the alloy and the Doppler broadened

measurements were carried out in the range of 300-850 K under

equilibrium temperature conditions. The detector resolution was

<1.1 KeV at 511.8 KeV and the spectrometer was stabilised. Life-
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time measurements (resolution 240 ps) were carried out on step

quenched and aged samples to obtain informations about the nature

and population of vacancies in the disordered phase. The results

are shown in figure 19.

The highlights.of the investigation are:

* Two ordering transitions are detected in S vs Temperature

profile (See fig.19) coinciding with the resistivity data.

* Existing mathematical model for positron trapping in

• equilibrium vacancies, where the specific trapping rate,

configurational entropy and vacancy formation enthalpy are the

variables, has been extended to accommodate the effect of both

the orderings in the vacancy formation process.

* The vacancy formation energy is seen to be temperature

dependent, probably due to variation of configurational

entropy with temperature in the ordered state, and is foui.d to

be 0.736 ± 0.007 eV.

* Lifetime results do not show the presence of divacancy in the

disordered phase i.e. above 790 K.

23. A rapid and selective separation of Palladium.

A.G.C.Nair, S.K. Das and Satya Prakash

Palladium, for its high melting point, catalytic and
1 2corrosion resistant properties has various applications ' ' in

the form of pure metal and alloys.

Alpha-benzion oxime (ABO) has been routinely used for the

purification/ separation of Mo. Tungsten,Cr,,Ta,Pd etc.are found

to interfere in this method. Ethyl acetate is used as the diluent

in this case. Ethyl acetate was found to extract both Mo and Pd

quantitatively. However, Solvesso-100 in place of ethyl acetate
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extracted Pd selectively in presence of several other elements.

This extractant has been used for the first time for separating

Pd and the procedure has been found to be simple, rapid and

quantitative.

A solution of 2.5 mg/ml of ABO in Solvesso-100 was used as
109the extractant. Pd obtained by neutron activation was used as

tracer. The extraction was quantitative in the acid range of

0.1-4.M HNO3. Back extraction was carried out with 50% NH4OH

Interference from several elements were studied using their

respective radioactive tracers. The impurity level was found to

be below <0.01% on an average for several elements e.g. Al, Ba,

Cs, Te, Sb, Ru, Rh, Mo, Zr, R.E, Pu, U etc.

This method has been applied in the separation of Pd .from

various matrices. It has been successfully employed to separate

Pd in trace level from bulk Ru and Rh targets irradiated with

alpha and proton beam and also in the. separation of Pd from high

level radio-active waste solution.

References:

1. Technical Reports Series No.308, IAEA, Vienna,1989.

2. G. H. Rizvi and P. R. Natarajan, BARC Report BARC/1-1009,1990.

14724. Standardisation of a procedure for separation of Pm from

high level waste

A.G.C.Nair and B.S.Tomar

147
A method has been standardised for separation of Pm from

high level radioactive waste. The waste solution obtained from

Plutonium plant was used for this purpose. The method developed

involves the following sters:
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I.Hare earthB enrichment by precipitation as oxalate using

Ce(ITI) as carrier.

2.Plutonium was removed from .the rare earth fraction using anion

exchange method in nitrate medium.

3. Dare earth fraction was then subjected to cation exchange

separation of individual rare earths using alpha hydroxy

isobutyric acid as an eluent. Eu and Am were eluted together. The
147

fraction collected between Eu and Ce contained Pin which was

made free of solid by coprecipitation with Fe(III) followed by

anion exchange separation in HC1 medium.

Pin was assayed by liquid scintillation as well as flow

proportional beta counting. A standard BTc sourse was used for

determining counting efficiency. The absorption of beta particles
2

was measured with 6.75mg/cm aluminium foils for identification

of ^7P,n.
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II. ACTINIDB CHEMISTRY

25. Double sulphates of Pu(III) and lanthanides

P.N.Iyer

As part of systematic studies on the formation of hydrated

double Bulphates of Pu(III) and lanthanides with ammonium ion,the

formation of NH/,Er (SO^^.HjO was reported earl ier(l—4) .

1.Ammonium lanthanide double sulphate monohydrates,

NH<tLn(SO4)2.H2O (Ln - Eu to Yb and Y)

The compounds were prepared by evaporating at 85 + 5 °C, the

solution of the corresponding lanthanide sulphate containing 5 to

10 times excess A.R. (NH4>2SO4 in approximately 1 M H2SO4 medium.

The fine crystalline solid thus obtained was filtered through

medium porosity filter funnel, washed with water, alcohol and air

dried. The compounds were analysed by standard chemical methods

and the results showed satisfactory agreement with the values

calculated for the composition (NH4)Ln(SO4)2.H2O. The

thermogravimetric and differential thermal analysis curves

obtained for a typical compound, NH4Eu(SO4)2.H2O
 a r e shown in

Fig.20. The percentage weight loss occurred during thermal

dehydration and decomposition of all NH^Ln (SO4>2.H2O compounds

could be expressed by the following reaction scheme.

NH<fLn(SO4)2.H2O > NH^LnCSO^)^ + H20 (1)

2NH4Ln(SO4)2 > Ln2(804)3 + (NH/t)23O/t (2)

The DTA trace was used to calculate the heat of dehydration and

the temperature of dehydration was taken as the point at which

the base line intersects with the maximum slope of DTA

peak (point D in Fig.20). The area ABC, in Fig.20 was converted

into heat of dehydration using a calibration constant derived

from the known value of heat of funion o.f KC1C>4(5). The heat of
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dehydration of all NH^LnC804)2-f^O compounds were calculated from

the respective. DTA peak areas and the average of three such

measurements are given in Table IS.

Table 15: DTA temperature, temperature of dehydration and heat

of dehydration for

Element

Eu

Gd

Tb

Dy

Ho
Er
Tm

Yb

Y

Temperature

range of DTA

(°C)

130-265

120-260

115-260

120-260

120-260

120-265

120-275

125-285

115-265

Temperature of

dehydration

(° C)

160

160

158

160

160

156

160

170

156

Heat of dehydration

KJ mole"1

64.7 +1.2

66.1 + 1.3

67.2 + 1.2

67.7 + 1.0

68.3 + 1.3

68.9 + 1.2

69.2 + 1.4

70.6 + 1.4

68.2 + 1.2

The IR spectra recorded with sample dispersed in Nujol or

hexachloro butadiene showed absorption maxima in the same region

for all the compounds indicating their structural similarity. The

presence of water of crystallisation in the structure is

confirmed by the absorption bands around 3500 cm" for the 0-H

stretch and the sharp band around 1635 cm" for the H-O-H band.

The water molecule could be present as lattice water or

coordinated water. The presence of M-OH2 stretching at 430 en"

and MOH2 waggling at 485 cm" suggest that the water molecule is

coordinated to the metal ion although the latter feature is mixed

with the Vjf vibrations of sulphate.

The itfostructural nature of the NH^LnCSO^^.f^O compounds
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indicated by the I.R.spectra was confirmed by the X-ray powder

diffraction patterns of these compounds. The low angle lines in

the powder diffraction patterns could be indexed on a hexagonal

unit cell. However, in certain patterns, the strong reflections'

occurring around 2 8 * 28.5 was found to be a doublet. A better

fit of the powder data could be obtained when indexed on a

monoclinic cell with as»c and p close to 120°. The monoclinic

symmetry could account for the doublet which were indexed as

originating from two independent reflecting planes. This was

confirmed by the satisfactory agreement of the measured and

calculated densities of the compounds. The crystal data are

summarised in Table 16.

Table 16: Crystal data for isoBtructural ammonium lanthanide

sulphate monohydrate. (Ln« 8m to Lu and Y). space

group P2|/c, Z •* 4.

HeUI «(A°) b(A°) C(A°) t (de( . ) T (A o 3 | obi . c i l .

h 10.330(0) 0.455(5) 10.405(4) 114.47(1) 743.4(4) 3.12(4) 3.10

fid 10.314(4) 0.420(2) 10.432(4) 114.74(2) 706.4(5) - 3.25

Tb (0.271(4) 0.344(2) 10.396(3) 114.74(2) 774.4(3) -- 3.24

Dy 10.251(4) 0.373(2) 10.374(4) 114.02(3) 772.6(4) 3.31(5) 3.36

Ho 10.221(5) 0.32t(2) 10.354(5) 114.71(3) 714.7(5) •- 3.41

Ir 10.211(4) 0.304(2) 10.335(4) 114.03(3) 7*0.5(4) 3.45

Ti 10.23-2(4) 0.245(2) 10.330(4) 114.47(3) 754.0(4) 3.44(4) 3.47

U 10.114(0) 0.205(3) 10.242(0) 114.40(0) 752.4(0) - 3.5*

Y 10.237(3) 0.334(1) 10.341(3) 114.77(2) 7»».3(3) 2.71(4) 2.75

They indicate that, the compound* &re iaoaorphou* to

H2<) in which the Rb and La metal ions are in eightfold

coordination. The eight coordination of the lanthanide ion is
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satisfied by two crystallographically independent tetrahedral

sulphate groups (one tetradentate, the other tridentate and both

bridging type) and oxygen of the water molecule(6). The T.R.

evidence indicating the coordination of water oxygen to the metal

ion and the structural isomorphism to RbLnCSO^^.f^O strongly

suggest that the lanthanide ion is eight coordinated in

NH^I,n(S0^)2•H2O compounds. The ammonium ion behaves as a pseudo-

alkali metal ion in salt hydrates and its coordination

environment gets modified by extensive hydrogen bond

formation(7).
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26. Thallium lanthanide and Pu(III) double sulphate hydrates:

P.N.Iyer

1.Thai Hum lanthanide double sulphate tetrahydrate.

Compounds of the general formula TlLn(SO^)2>4H2O were

prepared from dilute HjSO^ medium of thallium sulphate and the

corresponding rare earth sulphate in stbichiometric proportion,
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under ambient conditions at 22+ 2 °C. The tetrahydrate could be

obtained only for 8m to Dy while Ho to Lu and Y did not for*

tetrahydrates. ' the formula Tll.ntSO^^.^l^O was confirmed by

chemical analysis for Tl and sulphate by standard chemical

methods. Water of crystalisotion was calculated from the weight

loss recorded during thermal dehydration of the compounds.

2. Thallium neodymium sulphate tetrahydrate. TlNd(SO^>2.*HjO

This compound was crystallised from dil.HjSO^ medium

containing stoichiometric proportion of Wd2(SO^}3 and TljSO^ at

ambient temperature 22 £ 2° C* Chemical and thermal analysis

confirmed the formula of the compound. X-ray powder diffraction

pattern of the dihydrate, TlNdCSO^)].SHjO showed it to be

structurally different from TILn(SO^)

27. Synthesis and characterization of N.N'-dialkyl amides and

tetralkyl diamides

P.B. Ruikar, M.S. Nagar and M.S. Subramaniao

Monomides are potential promising (alternate) extractants

for actinides to TBP in the purex process while diantides have

importance in the removal of actinides from transuranium waste

streams (1-4). Besides, their advantages in terms of complete

incinerability, simplified solvent treatment procedures as

compared to TBP without recourse to valency adjustments for

stereoselectivw extraction of actinides is possible with properly

sterically hindered amides.

Ten amides viz. dihexyl derivatives «f hexanomide (BHMA),

Octanamide (BHOA). decanamide (DH8A),(3) Nwthyl butyl derivatives

of hexanamide (MMA), octan.«lde (MOA) *nd DecMomida (MBfiA),O)

Methyl- bwtyl. »ibwtyl,BiisoiMityl-derivatives of ctkylhexylMide
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i.e. (MBEHA, DBEHA and DIBBHA) as well as diiaobutyl octanaaide

(DIBOA) were synthesised by. Gaspirini's method (5) by reacting

%respective acyl chloride with secondary amines In presence of a

triethyl amine.

Four tetra alkyldiamides namely Tetra butyl (TBMA), Tetra

isobutyl (TIBMA), Tetrahexyl (THMA) and Dimethyl dibutyl

malonamide (DMDBMA) were synthesised using malonyl chloride and

the relevant amine (6)(Table 17). All these compounds were

characterised by elemental analysisf I.R.. and NMR spectra.

Table -17 : Anlyticil data of diilk/i Miouidei n d

Coipond Holecilir I.it t eirtoi 1 Ijrdrofti t litrifii e •.•
htnitl («*')
itifit

Ni t C|jB37IO lM-iti°C TS.I I U $.1

(2D.4) (0.1 w) (7t.3) {HA) (4.t) IMS

NOA C}th|,IO I«3-U5°C U.4 U.t 4.7
(311.4) (1.2 M ) (77.1) (IJ.3) (4.5) 1*45

MM Cj2H«IO 2I3-]IS4C U.I 12.* 4.3 -
(33M) (1.3 M) (77.1) (13.4) (4.1) IMS

KMU Gi|R23IO «.I°C 72.5 12.1 7.4
(115.4) (1.2 M ) (TI.3) (12J) (7.i) IMI

DMA C|3R27IO 111.I* 73.2 12.1 f.7
(213.4) (1.1 M) (73.2) (12.9) (t.f) IMS

MA C|sRj|M 13§-135°C 73.6 12.4 5.1
(241.4) (1.1 M) (74.i) (12.4) (J.I) 114$

UNA C|jK2,IO I14.I*C 73.1 13.1 ».*
(213.4) (1.1 M) (73.2) (12.1) («.«) 1M«

I N N CU IJ3H 125.I*C 74.3 ' IU 5.3
(255.4) ( 1 . 1 M ) (75.2) (111) (5.5) IM5

I IMU CifRjjN (I».I*C) 74.3 12.9 M
S.4) ((.Is) (75.2) (13.1) (5.5) 1«3I



Coipoind

0IIOA

TIMA

TMA

TWA

MIMA

Holecilir

Hi tit

(255.4}

(326.8)

(326)

(438.0)

(242.4)

M

I24.C°C
(8.1 M)

»yri»y
cryitili

I6O°C
(0.1 u )

150-170°C
(0.2 N )

t eirboi

74.7
(75.2)

(69.9)

69.4

73.7
(7*.0)

43.5
(64.4)

13.1

11.2
(11.7)

12.2
(11.7)

( 1 U )

(lftj)

1 litrofei

S.5
(5.5)

1.5

I.S
(8.4)

'•«

II.7
(11.7)

1641

163S

1640

1641

1645

(Figures in parenthesis are the theoretical values).

In continuation of the studies on the radiolytic degradation

of symmetrical mono-amides (7), the extent of radiolytic

degradation of four unsymmetrical and branched chain amides i.e.

MBEHA, DIBOA, DBEHA, DIBEHA were investigated in the gamma dose

range (0-184 N rads). The decrease in amide content was

determined using quantitative I.R. spectroscopic method by

monitoring the decrease in intensity of the carbonyl stretching

frequency at 1640 cm" in the region(1750-1550 cm" ). The results

indicate that DIBEHA is more resistant to radiolytic

degradation. It was observed that the amide contents decreased

from 99.0 to 72.5% (DIBEHA); 97.11 to 62.5% (DBEHA);98.6% to

45.4% (MBEHA) and 97.0% to 44.2% (DIBOA) when irradiated to 184 N

rods.
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28. Studies on Solid uranyl-nitrato amide complexes

P.B. Ruikar, M.S. Nagar and M.S. Subraman.ian

Earlier studies on solvent extraction with dialkyl amides

have established the extracted species of U(VI) as disolvates

[UO2(NO3)2-2A] and Pu(IV) as trisolvates [Pu(N03)4.3A]. The

limited solubility of uranyl nitrato complexes (1) poses problems

in solvent extraction at higher uranium loading concentration

which makes the study of this class of complexes interesting from

structural point of view. The investigation of the solid uranyl

nitrato amide complexes with new synthesised ligands (Table 17)

have been undertaken in order to optimise conditions for

isolation of the corresponding plutonium complexes.

Bight uranyl complexes were prepared by solvent extraction

of 50 ml of uranyl nitrate solution (1 M ) in 3.5 M HNO3 with 50
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ml of benzene solution containing 2 mM of the respective amides.

The benzene layer was dried and the product recrystailised twice

from n-hexane. Melting points and Carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen

were determined. Uranium content WBB determined from weight of'

oxide residue (U3O8) after C-H combustion. The analytical data

establish that they have the Rtpichiometry U02(N03)2.2Amides in

case of monoamides and UO2CNO3).Amide in case of diaraides

excepting in one case of THMA where stoichiometry was found to be

UO2(NO3)2.2THMA (Table 18).

Table 18 : Analytical data of Uranyl nitrato amide complexes

S.lo.

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.'

1.

Coif let

UOjtfOjl j .

002(IO3) j .

B(>2(|">3)2-

002(l03)2.

»O2(»Oj)2.

UO2(IO3)2.

OOJ(IOJ)2 .

0O2(IOj)2.

2DBHA

2D1OA

2MIIIA

2D1KHA

2HB0A

ITUHA

1TBKA

2T1MA

H.pt.

I'd

m

71.5

115.7

1*2.7

...

ma.*

137.1

• • t

\ Cirbon

M.»
(39.B)

*2 . *

(42.5)

42.4

1*2.5)

42.6

(*2-5>

» • •

(3S.0)

31.6

(31.7)

29.3

(31.7)

51.1

(51.1) :

\ Hjfdrofen

6.9

(6.«)

7.1

(?.*)

7.5

ii.i)
7.5

(7.3)

6.4

(6.6)

S.5

(5.3)

5.4

(5.3)

l . f

(».*)

t litropi

6.6

(6.6)

6.2

(6.2)

6.4

((.2)

6.1

(6.2)

6.ft

(6.«)

7.7

(7.S)

7.«

(7.1)

i.l

(«•«)

t Vrniu

(Gr«ft-

27.1

iii.t)
26.0

(26.3)

26.2

(26.3)

26.3

(26.3)

2l.t

(2».«)

33.1

(33.1)

33.2

(33.1)

. . .

in.)

Figures in parenthesis indicate calculated values.

Infrared spectra were recorded in nujol mulls between KBr
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discs in the range 4000-400 cm (Table 19).

Table 19 : Typical IR Bands of Uranyl Nitrate Amide Complexes

Compound c « 0 0-0-0 0-0-0 IO3 l i b n t i o i ( C i " )

•tretcfc b«fldinj-^(llOj) iftlOj") ^ V ? CO HCtf)

1. 002(103)2-2DBA 1570 960 260 1285 I03S 815 750 ( I 250

(1636)

2. DO2(«O3)3.2DBOA 1568 940 260 1280 1035 815 750 77 245

(1645)
3. UO2(VO3}2.2DBEHA 16)0 980 160 1285 1035 (15 752 25 250

(IMS)

4. HO; (103)2.21) IBBHA 1620 980 265 1285 1038 115 752 25 247

(16*5)

5. VO2(1O3)3.2NBOA 1580 945 262 1280 1035 820 755 65 245

(1645)

6. 0O2(l03)2.ITBK* 1575 940 2(0 1280 1030' 815 750 (0 250

(1635)

7. UO2(»O3)2.ITm 1580 . 935 260 1285 1030' 820' 750 49 255

(1635)

8. UO2(IIO3)2.2T1IKA 1535 948 270 1300 1040 830* 765 105 260

(1640)

The reduction of stretching frequency of carbonyl band of

the free amide from 1640 cm" to 'around 1570 cm" indicate its

coordination in the molecule. The average shift was observed to

be around 60 cm" excepting DBEHA and DIBEHA where it is 30

cm indicating formation of weaker complexes. In the case of

THMA it is the order of 105 cm"1 indicating the formation of

stronger complex. The nitrate vibrations V£, V%, tg", 1J3" have

been identified and a large difference of V4" - VJ of around 250

cm" indicates the nitrate as bidentate group. The O-U-0
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asymmetric stretch has been observed as a strong band around 950

cm" indicating- its coordination in the molecule.

PMR spectra were measured in CDCI3 using TMS as internal

standard. The peaks arising due to a-CHa of butyl- group, nnd a-

CH2 of acyl group; other a-CHj as well as the methyl protons of

butyl and acyl groups in case of neat DBHA, DBOA and MBOA ligands

and their UO2(NO3)2.2A complexes have been assigned (Table 20).

Table 20 : H' NMR Spectral data for UO2(NO3)2.2X complex
and free amides (X -DBHA, DBOA, MBOA)

DBHA

Bnnd
Posi
tion

3.32
2.32
-
1.38
0.93

DBOA

3.32
2.32
-
1.37
0.95

MBOA

For
Ligand

No.

DBHA
UO3(NO3)2.2DBHA

of Band
- Proton Posi-

4.1
2.1
-

13.9
8.9

Ligand

4.0
2.1
-

17.9
8.9

Ligand

tion

3.57
2.70
1.66
1.06
0.69

For DBOA
UO2(NO3)

3.60
2.68
1.68
1.11
0.74

Fpr MBOA

No. of
Proton

8
4
16
28
12

2.2DB0A

8
4
16
26
12

UO2(NO3)2.2MBOA
3.52
3.21
2.63
1.63
1.09
0.56

4
5.8
4
8
19.6
12

a-methylene of Butyl grp.
a-methylene of acyl grp.
other CH2 of butyl only
other CH2 of butyl and acyl
CH3 of butyl and Acyl

a-methylene of butyl
a-methylene of acyl
other CH2 of butyl
other CH2 of butyl and acyl
CH3 of butyl and acyl

a-»ethyl of butyl
N-methyl
a-methylene of acyl
other CH2 of butyl
other CH2 of acyl
CH3 of acyl and butyl
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The presence of two clear triplets for u-CH2 protons of the butyl

group indicate that they are non equivalent due to restricted

rotation of the C-N band, the triplets arising due to the

associated coupling in the adjacent methylene protons. Methyl

protons of acyl group as well as methyl of butyl group in methyl

butyl octanamide (MBOA) are observed as most shielded occurring

as triplets due to the coupling by adjacent methylene protons.

Thermal investigations reveal a dip around 100°C in DTA

trace of monoamide complexes and around 140 C in diamide

complexes presumably due to a phase change which can be

correlated with complete removal of hindered rotation around C-N

bond. The two distinct plateaus in TOA curves corresponding to

the loss of the amide molecules and two nitrate groups

respectively were observed except in case of D8HA and DBOA

complexes which may be attributed to the release of 2 amide

moeities and one nitrate group simultaneously. DTA curve shows

that the decomposition reaction proceeds in three exothermic

steps at around 225-290°C, 320-350°C and 400-500°C corresponding

to release of amide and nitrate and finally conversion to

respectively.

The electronic spectra (Fig.21) of all the uranyl amide

complexes were recorded by extracting it in tertiary

butyl benzene from 3.5 M HNO3 solutions of uranyl nitrate. All the

spectra are similar as reported by Nusikas (2).
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29. Uranium(VI) and Plutonium(IV) extraction with

some unsyrafnetrical monoamides

D.R.Prabhu, G.R.Mahajan, G.N.Nair and M.S.Subramanian

The present study has been carried out using three

unsymmetrical monamides, viz., N-methyl,N-butyl derivatives of

hexanamide (MBHA),octanamide (MBOA) and decanamide (MBDA). The

metal ion species extracted with uranium (VI) and plutonium(IV)

has been investigated. Thermodynamic parameters have been

evaluated from the variation of the distribution ratio of

extraction with temperature.

Extraction of nitric acid by the amides (A) can be

represented by the equation:

H+
a + N03~a + n Ao ««* HN03.nAo (1)

(The subscripts 'a' and 'o' refer to the aqueous and organic'

phases respectively).

The equilibrium constant for the equation (l)fKj{ can be written

HN03.nAo

KH . (2)

[H+]atNO3"]a [A]
n
o

[H ] a was evaluated from the known dissociation constant (23.5)

of nitric acid (1) and the value of [H+]O.[A]O was determined

from the initial [A] and the value of [H+]o.

The plots of log [H +] o - 21og [H
+Ja v». log Ao gave two

straight lines of slopes 1 and 2. These correspond to species

HNO3.A and HNO3.2A respectively. The presence of species other

than 1:1 has been observed-by Musikas also (2). The intercepts

corresponding to the former species have been used to evaluate Kj|

for a relative comparison of the basicities. The values of KJJ

obtained were 0.062 (MBHA) < 0.066 (MBOA) < 0.074 (MBDA) for the
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ttiree amides.

The extraction of uranium(VI) and plutonium(IV) with the

three amides as a . function of aqueous nitric acid concentration

showed the formation of third phase above 2M HNO3 in the case of

MBHA, above 3M in the case of MBOA arid above 6M in the case of

MBDA. In the case of MBDA, when Dfj was plotted against the

aqueous nitric acid concentration, a maximum was noticed around

4M for uranium(VI) and around 5M in the case of plutonium(IV).

The decrease in D^ at higher acid concentrations is attributed to

the competition between nitric acid and the metal ion for the

amide. The DM values of the metal ions were found to follow the

basicity of the amides. Because of third phase formation, all

further- extraction studies were carried out at 2M HNO3.

In order to ascertain the nature of the species extracted in

the organic phase,Dfl for both uranium(VI) and plutonium(IV)

were determined as a function of amide concentration. The plots

of log Dfl vs.log Af r e e gave straight lines having slopes of 2

and 3 respectively for uranium(VI) and plutonium(IV). This showed

that uranium(VI) was extracted as disolvate and plutonium(IV) as

trisolvate by the three amides studied. This observation is

similar to that for the symmetrical monoamides studied earlier

(3). The metal ion species extracted by the amides can be

represented by the following equations,

2+ "V+2 Ao *J&»> UO2(NO3)2.2 Ao (3)

Pu4+
a + 4N03~a + 3AO ^J&wa Pu(N03)v3Ao

The correction factors for the nitrate complexin£ ^1

UO2 + was determined by a cation exchange method and that for

Pu by TTA extraction method from 2 N nitric and. perchloric

acids (4). The [A] values in the equations for Ifa were corrected

fcr presence of A.HNO3 in the organic phase. The D^ values and
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the corresponding Kfl values for all the systems at different

temperatures are given in Table 21.

Table 21: Distribution ratios and equilibrium constants for

the extraction of U(VI) and Pu{IV) with MBHA, MBOA and

MBDA as a function of temperature..

Organic phase: 0.5M amide in n-dodecane.

Aqueous phase: 2M HNO3.

Temp. MBHA MBOA MBDA

(°C) Du Ku D P u KPu D 0 KV Dpu Kpu V\j Kv Dpu Kpu

25 0.89 3.23 1.03 92.5 0.99 4.17 2.58 266 1.06 4.63 1.11 120

30 0.70 2.71 0.92 3.87 2.18 225 1.0* 4.56 0.91 98

40 0.66 2*46 0.64 52.9 0.66 2.71 1.48 141 0.93 3.95 0.69 69

50 0.47 1.77 0.38 31.4 0.58 2.40 0.86 82 0.70 2.98 0.58 58

By plotting log Kjvj vs.l/T, straight line graphs were

obtained. From the slope, the enthalpy change for the reaction

(AH) could be evaluated. The free energy change,AG,for extraction

at a particular temperature was calculated using the equation,

AS • - RT x 2.303 log K}>|. The entropy changeAS was calculated

employing the equation, AG • AH - TAS.

The values of AS, AH and T A S at 25°C for all the systems

studied are given in Table 22.
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Table 22: Thermodynamic parameters for U(VI) and Pu(IV)

extraction with 0.5M MBHA, MBOA and MBDA in n-

dodecane from 2N HNO3 at 25° C (Least squares values).

System AG

(KJ mol"1) (KJ mol"1)

T A S

(KJ mol"1)

U(VI)-MBHA

Pu(IV)-MBHA

U (VI)-MBOA

Pu(IV)-MBOA

U(VI)-MBDA

Pu(IV)-MBDA

- 2 . 9 1 +

0 .06

- 1 1 . 2 1 +

0.22

- 3 . 5 4 +

0.07

-13.83+

0.28

-3.79+

0.08

-11.85+

0.24

-17.71+
3.14

-33.95+

3.78

-19.03+

2.61

-38.12+

2.45

-14.10+

2.77

-23.60+

2.35

-14.81+

3.14

-22.74+

3.80

-15.48+

2.61

-24.29+

2.47

-10.31+

2.77

-11.75+

2.37

It can be seen from this table that the extraction reactions are

•nainly enthalpy controlled. Entropy changes in all cases were

found to be negative. These observations are similar to those for

the symmetrical monoamides studied earlier (3).

References: :

1. S.A.Pai, J.P.Shukla, P.K.Khopkar, M.S.Subramanian, J.

Radioanal. Chem.42,323 (1978).

2. N.Condamines.and C.Musikas, Solvent Extr.Ion Ex.,10,69 (1992).

3. P.B.Ruikar.M.S.Nagar and N.S.Subramahian,J.Radioanal Chea.

Articles, 150,473 (1991).
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43,1045 (1481).

30. Tetra-butyl-tnalonamide and Tetra-isobutyl-malonamide as

Extractants for Uranium(VI) and Plutonium(IV)

G.M.Nair,D.R.Prabhu,G.R.Mahajan and J.P.Shukla

In this work, the results obtained on the extraction of

U(VI) and Pu(IV) with TBMA and TIBMA in dodecane are given. The

thermodynamic functions( £»G, AH and AS) associated with these

extractions were computed.

With increase in nitric acid concentration in the

aqueous phase Dfj was found to increase both for U(VI) and

Pu(IV).However third phase formation was noticed when nitric

acid concentration was increased. If TBMA and TIBMA

concentrations were respectively 0.4 and 0.5M no third phase

formation was observed when HNO3 concentration was 1M or

less. Therefore all future experiments were conducted in 1M

HNO3 medium with the maximum diamide concentrations

restricted to the above values.

Both TBMA and TIBMA were found to extract nitric acid into

the organic phase. The nature of the species extracted and the

equilibrium constant (KH) for. the following reaction were

determined by the method described in section 29 (5).

H+
a + N03~a + n Ao ^==* HN03.nAo (1)

where A stands for TBMA or TIBMA.

In the present case n was found to be unity in both the

cases indicating that only pne HNO3 molecule is attached' to each

diamide molecule. Ity values calculated from the intercept were

0.21 and 0.17 for TBMA and TIBMA respectively.
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In order to identify the U(VI) and Pu(IV) species

extracted to the organic phase,the Dm values of the metal ions

were determined from 111 HNO3 medium into TBMA and TIBMA at

different concentrations in n-dodecane. The concentration of

free diamide in the organic phase was calculated knowing the

corresponding K^ value. From a plot of log Dpj vs.log [A]free the

number of diamide molecules per extracted species was

obtained from the slope. In the present case the slope

obtained in each case was around 2 indicating that the U(VI)

and Pu(IV) species extracted into the organic phase were

disolvates as shown in the following equations:

UO 2
2 +

a + 2N03"a + 2 Ao { » > UO2(NO3) 2. 2AO (2)

Pu*+
a + 4 N03~a + 2 Ao ^==> Pu(N03)4.2Ao (3)

TABLE 23: The distribution ratio (DM) of U(VI) and Pu(IV) as

a function of temperature and the corresponding

equilibrium constants of the extraction reactions.

Temp. °C

25
30
40
50

TBMA

4.
3.
2.
2.

35
54
94
39

0u

TIBMA

1
1
1
0

.59

.36

.18

.89

DM

TBMA

15.
14.
13.
12.

2
8
2
1

Dpu

TIBMA

7
7
7
7

.72

.55

.35

.12

TBMA

44
35
29
24

.0

.8

.7

.2

KM

TIBMA

9.
8.
6.
5.

38
04
96
27

Kpu

TBMA TIBMA

1415
1374
1232
1126

420
411
400
387

In order to determine the thermodynamic parameters AH, A S

and AG, the above extraction reactions, were carried out at

25,30,40 and 50°C. Equilibrium constants KM were calculated
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after applying corrections for the presence of nitrate complexes

of the metal' ions in the aqueous phase(l) and the free

diamide concentration in the organic phase. The values of D(j

and Dpu and their respective equilibrium constants at different

temperatures are given in Table 23.

The thermodynamic parameters of the extraction reaction were

calculated. It can be seen from Table 24 that the extraction

reactions of U(VI) are enthalpy favoured and entropy

disfavoured. Since the hydration of relatively low charged
2+U02 is expected to be small,the entropy gain due to release

of water molecules due to complex formation is very much offset

by the vibrational and rotational entropy loss due to the

formation of metal-diamide bond. This explains the negative

entropy change observed in the case of U(VI) extraction

Table 24: Thermodynamic parameters of U(VI)-TBMA/TIBMA

and Pu(IV)-TBMA/TIBMA systems at 25°C.

System

U(VI)-TBMA

U(VI)-TIBMA

Pu(IV)-TBMA

Pu(IV)-TIBMA

AG

KJ mol - 1

- 9.36

+0.17

- 5.56

+ 0.11

-17.97

+ 0.36

-14.96 :

+ 0.30

AH

KJ mol"1

- 18.36

+ 1.78

- 17.47

+ 1.80

- 8.36

+ 1 . 5 5

- 2.52

+ 1.09

TAS

KJ mol"1

- 9.00

+_1.79

-11.91

+ 1.80

9.61

+ 1.59

12.44

+ 1.13

reactions. On the other hand Pu(IV) extraction reactions were
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found to be enthalpy and entropy favoured. This may be because of

the large entropy gain due to release of water molecules from

a highly hydrated high charge Pu ion, offsetting the entropy

loss due to the complex formation. The relatively low enthalpy

value for Pu(IV)-TIBMA system may be because of the branched

molecule being forced to be away from the central metal ion due

to eteric reasons.

Reference:

l.D.R.Prabhu, G.R.Mahajan, G.M.Nair and N.S.Subramanian,

Radiochim.Acta (to be published)

31. Synergistic extraction of U(VI) with tropolone and some

neutral donors

G.H.Rizvi

Tropolone has been suggested as a chelating agent for the

separation of Th and U from rare earths (1). The present study

deals with the extraction of U(VI) using tropolone in xylene

and also a mixture of tropolone and neutral donors such as

dioctylsulphide (DOS), dibutylhexanamide (DBHA), " tri-

nbutylphosphate (TBP), dioctyl sulphoxide (DOSO) and tri-n-

octyl phcsphine oxide (TOPO).

As the solubility of tropolone in aqueous phase is quite

high, the partition coefficient of tropolone in 0.05 M HC1 and

xylene, DCE and chloroform was determined by spectrophotometric

method (2). The partition coefficient value of tropolone obtained

was 5.6+0.1 in xylene, 25.5 +0.1 in dichloroethane and 43 +0.1

in CHCI3. The experimental distribution ratios (D) were

corrected for the partition of tropolone and complexing of U(VI)

in aqueous phase to get the correct D values. The stability
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constant values of the U(VI)- tropolone system reported in

literature (3) were used.

The Blope analysis method was employed to arrive at the

stoichiometry of formation of the extractabte complex. The plot

of log D' vs log [HT]O gave a straight line with a slope of 3.
2+

Thus the extraction of UO2 with tropolone takes place according

to the following equilibrium

UO2
2+ + 3HT = UO2T2.HT + 2 H

+ (1)

The subscript o used refers to the organic phase

concentration.

The extraction constant Kex for equation (1) can be written

as follows: Kex * D'. [H
+] 2 / (HTJ3

where D' is the corrected distribution ratio without donor.

The HT attached to the self adduct was obtained by

plotting log D'+ 21og[H+] - 21og [HT]O vs log [HT]O . The slope

of the straight line was found to be 1 which confirmed that the

species extracted was UO2*T2.HT.

The slope of the line obtained from log D vs log[HT]o plot

was found to be 2 in the lower tropolone concentration (0.02-0.06

M) and 1.6 in the relatively higher concentration range(0.08-0.15

M) indicating th. there is aqueous phase complexing of tropolone

with U(VI) and the extraction equilibrium can be written as

U02T
+ + 2HT » UO2T2.HT + H+

From the data obtained from the variation of hydrogen ion

concentration experiments, the slope of the plots of log D' vs

log [H]+ was found to be -2 which is in accordance with eq.(l).

The plot of log(DA'-D')against log [S]o in all cases gave a slope

. f 1 (TV is tl. corrected distribution ratio with donor and

[?'] u is the organic phase concentration of neutral donor).

The slope obtained in the synergistic extraction with
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fixed concentration of DOSO and varying concentration of

tropolone was found to be 2. Hence the synergistic extraction

with a neutral donor can be represented by

U0 2
2 + + 2HT + S * UO2'T2.S + 2 H

+ (2*

The plot of log(DA'-D'>vs log [H] gave a slope of -2 confirming

the above equilibrium. The extraction constant Ka for this

equilibrium be written as follows:

Kex <<HT)O
2.[S]O)

The organic phase substitution reaction of U02T2-HT srith the

neutral donor, S, can be represented as

UO2T2.HT + S = U02T2.S + HT (3)

and the equilibrium constant j>i can be calculated from the

relation , pt = [(DA'-D<)/D']. [HT]O / [S]o

The extraction constant Kex with and without neutral donors

and the equilibrium constant for the organic phase reaction

with different neutral donors were calculated and are given in

Table 25.

Table 25: Extraction constants and equilibrium constants of

U(VI )-tropolo',ie system with different neutral

donors

System log Kex log Basicity (Kh)

UO 2
2 + - HT

UO2
2+-HT-DOS

UO2
2+-HT-DBHA

UO2
2+-HT-TBP

UO2
2+-HT-DOSO

U02
2+-HT-T0P0

2.65 + 0.02

1.42 + 0.02

3.21 + 0.01

3.«4 + 0.01

3.90 + 0.01

6.26 -1- 0.02

-1.31 + 0.02

0.40 + 0.01 0.09

0.62 + 0.01 0.16

1.09 + 0.01 0.42

3.45 + 0.01 fl.9
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The synergism observed is due to the higher donating power

of the neutral donors over HT. The values of pi increase with

increasing basicity of the neutral donors i.e. DOS<< DBHA<<

TBP<< DOSO<< TOPO. The plot of 1/T against log Pi values obtained

with DOSO as a function of temperature in range of 10-40 °C

(Table-26) gave a straight line, the slope of which was

used for calculating the enthalpy change for the adduct

formation of the U(VI)-HT-D0S0 system employing the well

known Vant Hoff's equation. The free energy change ^ G was

calculated from the log K value at 20 C. The entropy change A.S

at the same temperature was computed from the Aj3 and &H values

using Gibb's-Helmholtz equation. The values of the free

energy, enthalpy and entropy changes ( AG, AH, A S

respectively) obtained were -1.26+0.01 kJ/mole, -1.98 +0.01

kJ/mole and -2.5+0.06 J/mole/deg respectively. The negative

sign of the enthalpy shows that the binding of DOSO is stronger'

than HT and the system is enthalpy stabilised.

Table 26: Equilibrium constant value for the extraction of U(VI)

by a mixture of HT+DOSO in xylene from 0.05 M HC1

Temperature,°C log Pi

10 1.42+0.01

20 1.20+0.01

30 0.99+0.01

40 0.80+0.01

References:

1. D.Dyrssen, Acta Chetn. Scand., 9,1567(1955).

2. D.Dyrssen, Acta Chem. Scand.8, 1394 (1954),

3. Y.Dutt, M.Katyal, R.P.Singh, Talanta, 16,1369 (1969).
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32. Partitioning of actinides from high level waste streams of

purex process using mixtures of CMPO and TBP in dodecane

J.N.Mathur,M.S.Murali and P.R.Natarajan,

L.P.Badheka and A.Banerji
* * • * *• *•

A.Ramanujam ,P.S.Dhami (V.Gopalokrishnan , R.K.Dhumwad
* *

and M.K.Rao

• Bio-Organic Division *• Fuel Reprocessing Division

fn continuation of the earlier studies on the extraction

behaviour of actinides,lanthanides and"few other selected fission

products by mixture of CMPO(octyl(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoyl

methylphosphine oxide and TBP in dodecane from nitric acid

solutions,the extraction of actinides from high active aqueous

raffinate waste (HAW) and high level waste (HLW) solutions

arising from PUREX processing of thermal reactor fuels has been

studied.

In two contacts of the HAW solution with fresh lots of

extractant solutions at 1:1 ratio, about 99.8% of the alpha

activities are removed from the HAW solution. Ce and the other

rare earth metal ions (e.g. Pm, Eu ) follow the same behaviour

as that of Am. Ru is only partially extracted whereas the

extraction of Cs and Sr are not significant. The raffinate

contains ~ 0.2% of the original alpha activity (Table 27).

In the case of HLW, pre-extraction of the feed with 30% TBP

in dodecane depletes the uranium content. In addition, 0.2 M CMPO

•f 1.4 M TBP in dodecane is used for the extraction. The alpha

activity left in the raffinate after four contacts with this

extractant is found to be less than 0..06 X of the total alpha

activity (Table 28).
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Table 27: Data on total alphas and individual Pu and Am (+Cm)
from HAW solutions
Aqueous feed Acidity : H »2.0 M (approx.)
Extractant : 0.2 N CMPO + 1.2 M TBP in dodecane
Aqueous Scrub : 2.0 M HNO3;
Aq. to Org. Phase ratio : 1:1
Contact time : 5 min. Temp. : R T

Sample Total Alphas Pu Alphas Am(+Cm)Alphas
stream/sample No. cpm/m1 cpm/m1 cpm/ml

Aqueous Feed 7.24xl05 2.83x10^ 4.41xl05
HAW

Loaded org,1st _ _ _
contact 6.70x10 2.80x10° 3.90x10

0-1

Raffinate,1st & o A
contact 6.20x10 6.60x10 6.13x10

R-l
Loaded org.IInd . . .
contact 6.30x10 - 6.30xl0H

0-2

Raffinate,Ilnd , 0
contact 1.00x10 60 9.40x10

R-2

0-1, Scrubbed 6.23x10 2.70xl05 3.53xlO5
0-3

First scrubbed . % • u
solution 2.60x10 1.20x10 2.48xlOH

S-l

0-2.scrubbed with . .
S-l 7.90x10 - 7.90x10

Second scrubbed 1 •> •*
soln. 5.00xl0J 6.80x10 4.32xlOJ

S-2

The stripping experinents by oxalic acid results in the

recovery of all the actinides as a group while that with 0.04 M

HNO3 removes most of An(+C«) and a small portion of Pu, 0.05M

HNO3+O.O5 (1 HF removes all the Pu and the remaining Am and 0.25 N
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removes U(VI). The lean organic phases did not contain

any detectable'activity above back ground level.

Table 28: Data on the extraction of total alphas, Pu and Am (+Cm)
from HAW solutions

Feed Acidity :~3 M HNO3
+ 1.4 M TBP in dodecane
Contact time : 5 min.

Extractant : 0.2 M CMPO

Temperature: R T

Sample stream

Feed, Raff, of
TBP contact
Loaded CMPO
1st contact
Raff, of 1st
CMPO contact
Lortd«-<1 CMPO
2nd contact.
Raff, of 2nd
CMPO contact
Loaded CMPO
3rd contact
Raff, of 3rd
CMPO contact
Loaded CMPO
4th contact
Raff, of 4th
CMPO contact

Total alphas
CPM/ml

7.78xlO6

3.62x10°

3.52xl0D

2.74x10

2.80x10

2.30x10

9.00x10

7.00xl0J

2.5OxlOJ

Pu alphas
CPM/ml

3.27x105

1.51xl03

6.10xl0J

5.36x10 .

2.00x10''

2.00x10

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

Am(+Cm) alphas
CPM/ml

7.45xl06

3.46x10°
e

3.50x10

2.68x10°

2.78x10

2.28x10*

9.00xl0J

7.00x10

2.50x10

Aq:0rg
Ratio

1:2

1:1

• 1 : 1

1:1

N.D.= not detectable.

The CMPO loading experiments by U(VI) or Nd(III) have shown

that upto moderate concentrations of these metal ions (9.9

g/1 U(VI) or 9.2 g/1 Nd(III)), no problems regarding the

formation of third phase are observed when the extractant

solution was 0.2 M CMPO+1.2 11 TBP in dodecane. However, at still

higher concentrations of these metal ions,(keeping CNPO at 0.2 M)

it will be necessary to use 1.4 H concentration of TBP to avoid

third phase formation (Table 29).
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Table 29:Repetitive extraction and loading of 0.2 M CMPO and 1.2

II TBP mixture in dodecane with macro amounts of Nd(III)

and U(VI)

Aq. Feed Acidity : 3.0M HNO3; Nd(III) : 0.936 g/l(
 2*1Am

tracer) U(VI) : 0.986 g/1 Temp.: 25°C;

Time of Contact :30 min; Aq.to org.volume ratio : 1:1

successive
S( RJJS

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Distribution ratio
of Nd(III)

11.79
8.73
6.67
5.36
4.39

formation of
third phase

^Extraction
of Nd(III)

92.2
89.7
86.9
84.3
81.4

-

33. Uptake of actinides and lanthanides from HNO3 by dihexyl-

N,N-diethylcarbamoyl methyl phosphonete adsorbed on

chromosorb

J.N.Mathur, M.S.Murali and P.R.Natarajan

In continuation of the work on the uptake of actinides and

lanth.mides from nitric acid media by dihexyl-N,N-

diethylcarbamoylmethylphosphonate (CMP) adsorbed on chromosorb

(CAC), further studies on the nature of species formed on the

chromosorb phase as well as batch wise loading of Nd(III) on CAC

has been studied.

To establish the nature of the species formed during EC

(Extraction chromatography), the uptake of Am(III) and U(VI) has

been studied at different amounts of CMP adsorbed per g of

chromosorb.The plot of log D va log[CMP]r(where [CMPJr*wt.of CMP

per kg of CAC/m.w. of CMP).The 0 values have been corrected for

the complexing of Am by NO3" ions (pi«1.4&, 82*0.26 at 1-3.0
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(1) and U(VI) by NO3" ions (pi-0.25 at 1*2.0), it was assumed

that the value will not change significantly at

1*3.0).Correction was also applied for the unionised nitric acid

while calculating the free MOj" ion concentration. Since the

uptake of HNO3 in EC experiments was small,no correction was made

for this purpose.

The extraction constant(K) for the reaction

M n +
( a ) + nNO3-(a) + xCMP(r) -«-> M(NO3)n. xCMP(r) (1)

is represented by

K - [M(NO3)n.xCMP](r)/[M
n+]a[Np3"]

n
(a)tCMP]

x
r — (2)

or log K - log D - nlogtN03~](a) - xlog [CMPJr (3)

The straight lines with a slope of 2.7 for Am(III) and 1.7 for

U(VI) suggest the formation of species Am(NO3)3.3CMP and

UO2(NO3)2>2CI1P on the chromosorb phase. For both these ions at

higher CMP concentrations adsorbed on chromosorb, the D values

are lower than the expected values. No definite reasons could be

assigned for the lowering of D values; however,the non-ideal

behaviour of CMP at higher concentrations may possibly contribute

to a great extent. Formation of similar species have been

reported in LLE (liquid-liquid extraction) experiments with CMP

for these metal ions. In the study of U(VI) and Th(IV) by TBP-

HNO3 and TBP-XAD-4—HNO3 systems Kimura (2) has also confirmed

the formation of similar species in LLE and EC experiments.

The equilibrium constants (K) for reaction 1 (M *

Atn(III), U(VI)) have been calculated from the intercepts of

corresponding straight line. The K values were computed ac 7.4

for Am(III) (which agrees well with the value 7.7 reported by

Kimura et.al (3) for. 'the same system) and 20.9 for

U(VI). Comparing these values with the one obtained for the

formation of similar species in LLE experiments (14.9 for Am(III)
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(1) and 181.6 for U(VI) (4)),it is obvious that the K values

obtained by EC are much lower than those obtained by LLE. Similar

trend of lower K values by EC studies of U(VI)-TBP-XAD-4-HNO3

(K.12.4 at 1.3.0 (1) as compared to U(VI)-TBP-HNO3 by LLE

(K.33.6) at L3.0 (5)) can be demonstrated from the data

reported in literature. The lower K values for the formation of

similar species in EC as compared to those in LLE are possibly

due to (a) absence of diluent in EC,(b) units in which D is

defined are different and (c) the rigid binding of CMP on

chromosorb.

The batchwise loading of Pm(III) on CAC from 3.0 M HNO3 was

done by taking Nd(III) (the rare earth with very close ionic

radius to Pm(III)) as the carrier. It has been observed that the

percentage uptake of Pm by CAC decreases with increasing

concentrations of Nd in the aqueous phase. The uptake is > 901

when the concentration of Nd was < 2.77xlO~ M and it was "60% at

the highest concentration (0.173 M) used in these experiments.
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34. Extraction of Pm(III) from acidic solutions using dihexyl-N,

N-diethylcarbamoyl methyl phosphonate

J.N.Nathur, M.S.Murali and P.R.Natarajan

147Since Pm, a low energy emitter- can be recovered in large

quantities from High Level Acid Waste (HLW) solutions of PUREX

process.efforts have been made to exploit the possibilities of
147separation and recovery of Pm from HLW solutions.Hence a study

of the extraction of Pm(III) from nitric acid solutions by CMP

alone and its mixture with TBP in benzene is undertaken.

From the plot of log D(distribution ratio) vs HMO3

concentration for the extraction of Pm(III) at a fixed (0.4M)

concentration of CMP,it was seen that the D values increase

upto 3.0 M concentration of HNO3,remains constant upto 4.5 M,

and then it starts decreasing.This behaviour is similar to that

observed while extracting Am(III) by CMP in diisopropyl

benzene 1CC14 and benzene. The D value for the extraction of

Pnt(III) from 3.0M UNO3 by 0.4 M CMP/benzene (0.56) is very

similar to that obtained for Am(III) under identical

conditions,which is not surprising since the ionic ra<uii qf

Pm(III) and Am(III) are same. This further shows the lack of 5f-

orbital participation in the Am-CMP bonds.

A plot of log D vs log[CMP1 at 3.0 M HNO3 concentration gave

a straight line with slope of 2.(5.This suggests the formation of

the species Pm(N03>3.3CMP represented by the equation

Pm 3 +( a ) + 3 N03"(a) + 3CMP(o)f«» Pm(N03)3.3CMP(o) —(1)

where (a) and (o) represent the aqueous and organic phases

respectively. Formation of similar species with An(III) was shown

in our earlier studies.

The plot of log D vs log [CM?) at a fixed TBP concentration
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gave a straight line with slope of 2.4 and plot of logD vs

log[TBP] at a fixed CMP concentration gave a straight line with a

slope of 0.4. This suggests that when the extractant is a mixture

of CMP and TBP,a mixed species represented by equation 2 is

formed.

(a) + (3-n) CMP ( o ) + n

Pm(N03)3(3wi)CMP.nTBP(o) (2)

where n=0.4.

From this study it is clear that Pm(III) can be extracted

efficiently from acidic solutions in the range 2-4 M by CMP

alone. However,the extraction slightly increases when the

extractant is a mixture of CMP and TBP. The back extraction of

Ptn(III) was almost 100% when the loaded organic phase (CMP .alone

or mixture of CMP and TBP) was contacted with pH 2.0 HNO3.

35. Tail-end purification of Am from Pu loading effluents using a

mixture of octyl(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethyl

phosphine oxide and Tri-n-butyl phosphate

J.N.Mathur.M.S.Murali and P.R.Natarajan
* <t

L.P.Badhefca and A.Banerji
* * •• «»

K.M.Michael ,S.C.Kapoor and R.K.Dhumwad

* Bio-Organic Division ** Fuel Reprocessing Division

A mixture of CMPO and TBP in dodecane has been successfully

used for the tail-end purification of An from ,Pu-loading

effluents where the acidity is 7.5 M HNO3 a n d concentrations of

Am and Pu are in the range of "160 mg/1 and . ~1.2. ag/1
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respectively.

The results of uptake of Am and Pu by 0.2 M CMPO +1.2 M TBP

in dodecane from 7.5 M HNO3 feed solution show that after three

contacts,the organic phase(30 ml) contained 97.41 of Am and 98.3%

of Pu of the original feed solution. The strapping of Am and Pu

from the loaded organic phase with 0.04 M HNO3,resulted in "90%

of Am along with "26% of Pu. The stripping with 0.04 M HNOa +

0.05 M NaN02 was very encouraging where Am was stripped to the

extent of "90% and Pu was only about 2%.

The above results suggest that although 0.2 M CMPO +1.2 M

TBP in dodecane could efficiently extract Am and Pu from 7.5 M

feed solution,the stripped solution (0.04 M HNO3 + 0.05 M NaNOs)

still contained "2.5 % of the Pu present in the original feed

solution. To achieve better separation of Pu from the feed

solution,the feed was diluted 1:1 with 0.5 M HNO3 and one contact

was given with 20% TLA/dodecane (pre-equi1ibrated). The uptake of

Pu was found to be "98%.(One more contact of 20% TLA with the

raffinate did not extract Pu with the same efficiency (only 2.5%

was extracted)).The aqueous raffinate containing most of the Am

and "2% of Pu was contacted three times with the same volume of

preequi1ibrated solutions of 0.2 M CMPO + 1.2 M TBP in

dodecane. The combined organic phase contained "98% of Am and all

the Pu. When the organic phase was contacted six times with equal

volume of 0.04 M HNO3 + 0.05 M NaNOj and the combined aqueous

phase was evaporated to nearly one-tenth of its volume,the An

recovery was found to be >99% and Pu was not at all detected in

this solution. All the Pu was estimated to be present in the lean

organic phase.
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36. Separation of AM from Uranium Targets

M.S.Murali.J.N.Mathur, A.Raaaswami. G.K.Gubbi and

P.R.Nstarajan

Chemical procedures for the separation of transplutonium

elements from the bulk of uranium as foil or uranium deposited on

aluminium to give minimum solid on stainless steel planchets for

getting very good alpha spectra have been developed. Experiments

have been carried out using HC1 solutions containing the expected

quantities of uranium.aluminum and americium. From 6M HC1. eight

extractions with 20X TnOA/xylene or two extractions with 20X

TnOA/xylene followed by loading the washed aquerus phase on a

precondititioned anion exchange column gives a clean separation

of Am from uranium. The separation could be completed in about 30

min. and the alpha spectra taken were good.

37. Radiation effects in liquid phase: Study of TBP-HN03 system

M.V.Krishnamurthy and R.Sampatkumar

The mechanism of radiation decomposition of tri-butyl

phosphate (TBP) is of considerable chemical interest. In the

present study, the yields of dibutyl phosphoric acid (DBP) and

mono-butyl phosphoric acid (MBP) have been determined in TBP -

HNO3 (3M) extract and in pure TBP at differnt levels of gamma

irradiations by the method of pjf titrations. It was found that

the yields are linearly dependent on dose in the 5-21 MRad range.

DBP and MBP yields were enhanced in the presence of HHO3 in TBP

phase. Further the nitric acid concentration decreased from 1.33

M (in the irradiated TBP-HNO3 extract) to 1.12 N at the dose of

21 MRad establishing that nitric acid plays an active role in
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enhancing decomposition of TBP.

38. Crud formation in the extraction of U(VI) and Pu(IV) nitrates

into various diluents by Bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfoxide

J. P. Shukla and C. S. Kedari*

* Fuel Reprocessing Division

The formation of a third phase , in the extraction of large

amounts of uranium (VI) and plutonium (IV) by bis(2-ethylhexyl)

sulfoxide (BESO) into various hydrocarbon diluents such as

benzene, n-hexane, Shell sol-T (SST) and dodecane was

investigated in detail over a wide range of experimental

conditions. Solubility of both the extracted solvates

UO2(NO3>2.2 BESO and Pu(N03>4.2 BESO was maximum in polarizable

benzene and the tendency to form 'crud' increased in the order:-

benzene < n-hexane < SST < dodecane. As expected, limiting

organic concentration (LOC) of both U and Pu above which third

phase formation occurs was relatively higher in SST than

dodecane(Table 30).

Table 30: LOC for third phase formation in Pu(IV) extraction "by
BESO

[HNO3]Aq,

M

0.92
1.22
2.11
2.53
3.11

0.

SST

2.08
2.09
1.95
1.86
1.63

LOC [Pu]

2 M BESO in

(mg/ml)a

0.4

Dodecane SST

1.26
1.26
1.19
1.13
0.87

4.02
3.79
3.51
3.22
2.83

M BESO in

Dodecane

2.25
2.09
1.88
1.82
1.60

ai LOC into benzene and n-hexane was not studied to avoid
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large handling of plutonium.

The effect of non extracting cation concentration on the LOC

in metal nitrate / BESO - dodecane was examined and the LOC

increased almost linearly as the ionic strength of the aqueous

phase in equilibrium with the organic phase was increased. The

LOC studied at different aqueous phase acidities decreased both

with increasing acidity and organic loading of uranium.

Usefulness of some commonly employed polar modifiers like

tributyl phosphate (TBP), 2-ethylhexanol and isodecanol on

improving the metal solvate solubility was also assessed. Marked

enhancements in the LOC values of both UO2 and Pu took place

even at a very low concentration level of about 3 vol X of the

additives. Possible adverse effects of moderate amounts of these

polar admixtures on the metal extractabilities were also

evaluated.

39. Thermodynamic of Chelation of Lanthanoids with 5-Hydroxy-l,>*-

naphthoquinone

J. P. Shukla and S.K.Arora

• Chemical Engg. Div.
T

The thermodynamic stepwise formation constants, log Kn, of
3+ 3+ 3+ 3+nine tervalent lanthanoidsf namely, La , Pr , Nd , Sm >

Eu3+, Gd3+, Dy3+, Er3+ and Lu 3 + with 5-hydroxy-l,4-naphthoquinone

(HHNQ) have been evaluated potentiometrically in a 50 vol. %

dioxane-water mixture both at 25 and 35 + 0.1°C. The method of

Bjerrum-Calvin, as modified by Van Uitert and Haas, was followed

to determine values of n and pL. Values of the stability

constants were calculated by the weighted least-squares computer

programme TITRE. The values of SBin were' also determined (Table

31).
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Table 31: Thermodynamic stepwise formation constants of tervalent

lanthanoid and uranyl complexes of HHNQ in 50 vol.%

dioxane- water mixtures

Ionic lei fitted leiit-tfum wtiod
HeUI radiit Teap :

° \ X T
Jtil 607

H+ 25 ifl.22lfl.J3 V
35 lfl.tfltfl.S2 ' -

Li3* 1.061 25 7.4510.01 7.3410.01 •JM810.81 H.03-1.98 0.082 1.01
(4f9) 35 7.1010.01 6,55i|.OI S.5510.81 0.02-1.68 0.002 1.03

Pr3t 1.013 25 7.5610.01 7.3«fO.(H t.7tlfl.01 0.03-2.26 0.003 1.03
(4f ]) 35 7.3810.01 t.5510,01 5.5310.02 0.02-1.47 0.002 1.03

ld }> 0.W5 25 7.6710.02 7.4710.01 M710.0I 0.09-1.94 0.002 1.13
(4f3) 35 7.4510.01 t.7510.01 6.1310.01 0.01-1.74 0.003 1.03

U3* 0 . M 25 7.7910.01 7.6^10.01 6.5010.01 0.01-2.15 0.095 1.03
(4fS) 35 7.6610.01 6.7010.01 5.6310.02 0.08-1.36 0.002 1.03

B«3* 0.950 25 «.0210.01 7.4610.02 6.7910.02 0.06-2.03 0.014 1.02
(4f () 35 7.9110.01 6.5010.01 5.7910.01 0.09-1.59 0.103 1.02

6d31 0.931 25 1.1010.01 7.2410.01 6.0110.01 0.01-2.30 0.022 1.02
(4f7) 35 7.0110.01 6.6110.01 6.0U0.0I 0.04-1.93 0.040 1.02

t]h 0.900 25 0.2210.01 7.6010.01 6.7510.01 0.03-1.94 0.015 1.02
(4f9) 35 8.0110.01 6.0710.01 5.7010.01 0/02-1.69 0.006 1.02

l r 3 t 0.801 25 1.3310.01 7.4210.01 6.Stlfl.il 0.04-1.20 0.012 1.0)
(4 f ! ! ) 35 1.1110.01 6.8410.01 5.4010.02 0.01-1.41 0.003 1,0)

U 3 + 0.140 25 1.4410.01 7.5210.02 7.2210.02 0.05-2.51 0.011 1.02
(4fM ) 35 1.1610.01 7.0610.01 5.9110.01 0.01-2.16 0.013 1.02

00}}* 1.350 25 t.OUO.OI 8.0411.82 5.1210.02 9,26-2.03 1.151 1.12
(5(3) 35 1.2211.11 7.13H.01 4.5210.02 0.27-1.09 1.039 1.1)
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The stability constants follow the sequence: La(III) '<

Pr(III) < Nd(III) < Sm(Itl) < Bu(III) < Gd(III) < Dy(lII) <

Er(III) < Lu(III). Plot of logTKi values* against ionic, radii

of these lanthanoids revealed that the stability increases with

decreasing ionic size, that is with decreasing basicity.

Formation constants invariably decrease with increase in

temperature. Thermodynamic parameters (/\ G , £\ H , /\ S )

associated with their first stepwise complexation reaction have

also been calculated. Speciation diagrams were depicted in

three dimensions. The choice of equilibrium model was justified

by statistical analyses of values of Sm£n and goodness- of-fit

(GOF).

40. Protolytic Equilibria of Several 4-acyl substituted 1-

phenyl-3-methyl pyrazol-5-ones in Dioxane-Water Mixtures

J.P.Shukla and S. K. Arora

* Chem. Engg. Div.

Thermodynamic proton ionization constants, ( pK a), of

several 4-acyl substituted pyrazol-5-ones t «cyl «

trifluoroacetyl (HPMTFP), acetyl (HPMAP), hexanoyl (HPMHP) ] have

been determined pH-metrically in various dioxane—water
o T

mixtures at 25 and 35 + 0.1 C. The. pKa values were determined by

glass-electrode potentiometry, and refined by using an extensive

weighted least-squares FORTRAN program TPKA. Both extrapolation

and least-squares methods were ".sed to obtain pKa in pure water

(0%). All the three acyl derivatives are weak monoprotic
T •acids with their pKa between. 2.5 and 3.9 and follow the order :

HPMTFP < HPMAP £ HPMHP. TpKa's do not vary linearly with the

reciprocal of the dielectric constant of the medium; however* a
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plot of pKo versus the mole fraction of dioxane, na, was linear

at a given temperature. Values of standard free energy (,/\G ),

enthalpy (/\H ) and entropy (/\3 ) changes associated with their

protolytic equilibria were also computed. Temperature, medium

as well as substituent effects were studied.

41. Highly selective carrier - mediated transport of Pni(IV) ions

through tributylphosphate / dodecane liquid membranes

J.P.Shukla and S.K.Misra

• FRD, BARC

Highly selective and efficient transport of Pu*+ cations

over other long - lived fission product contaminants was

accomplished from aqueous acidic solutions through an organic

bulk liquid membrane (BLM) and thin flat - sheet immobilized

liquid membranes (ILM) containing tributyl phosphate (TBP) as

the mobile carrier and dodecane as the membrane solvent.

Extremely dilute to moderately concentrated plutonium nitrate
—5

solutions ( 10 M) in about 2M nitric acid generally constituted

the source phase. With increasing carrier concentration in

the organic membrane, both the amount of plutonium that could

be extracted into the membrane and the viscosity of the organic

solution increased. These opposing effects resulted in maximum

plutonium permeation with about 30% TBP in dodecane, while

enhanced acidity of the strip side adversely affected the

partioning of the cation into the product side. Among the

several aqueous reagents tested, an aqueous acidic solution of

0.25 II hydroxylamine hydrpchloride was the most efficient

strippant. The stoichiometry of Pu (IV ) - TBP complex in the

liquid membrane system was established to be Pu(N03>4). 2TBP.
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which is in accord with that deduced on the basis of liquid -

liquid distribution measurements. The lack of any contamination

from even appreciable amounts of several possible fission product

contaminants is a notable feature of this novel separation

technique.

42. Liquid - liquid extraction of Pd(II) from nitric acid by bis

(2-ethylhexyl) Bulfoxide

J.P.Shukla and S.R.Sawant

* PREFREf Tarapur

Extraction . performance of palladium (II) nitrate by

bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulfoxide (BESO) was evaluated over a wide

range of acidity which showed its strong extraction ability

toward this thiophilic ' soft ' metal. Essentially quantitative

extraction of trace and macro amounts of Pd is easily

accomplished from about 8M HNO3 down to pH solutions by 0.2 M

BESO using toluene as the diluent.

Table 32: Extraction of palladium( II) into toluene by bis(3-ethyl
hexyl) sulfoxide as a function of fjcid concentration
Initial Pd Concentration : ca. 10~ M Pd tracer
Volume ratio. 0 / A : 1

HNO3

0.01

0.5

1.0
3.0
5.0
7.0
8.0

Temperature

0.05

Dpd

4.49

4.43

4.40
3.55
3.11
2.72
2.55

*E

81.8

81.6

80.5
78.0
75.7
73.1
71.8

:

BESO. N

0.20

DPd

17.62
12.46*
16.9
12.35*
16:53
13.02
11.13
10.81
10.60

23 -

%E

94.6
92.6
94.4
92.5
94.3
92.9
91.8
91.5
91.4

25° C

0.20

Dpd

16.42
11.66*
6.48,.
5.73*
0.44

• 0.40
0.3B
_
—

XB

94.3
92.1
86.3
85.1
30.6
28.6
27.5
—
—
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a, Values correspond to those obtained with ca. 1 mg/ml Pd
103dissolved in HC1 or HNO3 and spiked with tracer Pd.

Optimum conditions such aa aqueous phase acidity, diluent,

period of equilibration, aqueous to organic phase ratios,,

reagent concentration, strippant were established for selective

and reversible extraction - separation of palladium. Slope

analyses applied to Pd(II) distribution experiments from

nitrate solutions showed predominant formation of the solvefced
2+ -organic phase complex, Pd (BES0)2 NO3 . The apparent extraction

equilibrium constant, log Kex, into toluene by BESO with Pd (II)

was calculated to be 2.38. Recovery of the extractant from

loaded palladium was easily accomplished by using sodium

thiosulphate or a mixture of ( 2M Na2CC>3 + 0.5M NH4OH). The

extracted complex was characterized by elemental analysis,

IR and UV - Visible spectra, and its composition was confirmed

to be Pd(NO3>2.2BESO. Application of this method for the removal

of palladium from reprocessing acidic waste solutions was

sucessfully demonstrated.

A3. Synergistic extraction of Pu(IV) by dicyclohexano -18-crown-

6 from aqueous-organic solutions

J.P.Shukla and Anil Kumar

* PREFRE, Tarapur

Extractability of plutonium (IV) was examined in the presence

of several polar water - miscible organic solvents to study

their possible synergistic effects on its extraction.

Nethanol, ethane-1, isobutanol, dioxane, acetone, propylene

carbonate (PC) and acetonitrile were used as the organic

components of the mixed (polar) phase. These additives affected
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the extraction to varying degrees. - Thus, extractability

of Pu increased several- fold with increasing concentrations (up

to 30%) of acetonitrile, dioxane, ethanol and PC, while it

showed antagonism with the addition of acetone, isobutanol and

methanol. At higher concentration more than 30% of these

additives, distribution ratios some what diminished. Among

them, maximum enhancement in the extraction of Pu (IV) took

place in presence . of PC and acetonitrile. . The relative

increase in extraction was found to be more at higher crown

ether concentrations. Various organic water-immiscible organic

diluents such as benzene, chloroform, o-dichlorobenzene,

dichloromethane, solvesso-100, toluene and xylene were used

to evaluate the effects of diluents on the extraction of Pu(IV)

from an aqueous- organic solution.Recovery of Pu (IV). from

loaded organic phase was easily accomplished using sodium

carbonate, hydroxylamine hydrochloride, and uranous nitrate as

the strippants.

Table 33: Effect of organic additives on the extraction of Pu(IV)

into toluene by DC18C6 from aqueous nitric acid medium

Organic phase : 0.1 M DC18C6 / toluene

Aqueous phase : 4M HNO3 + organic additive

Volume ratio ( 0/A) : 1 : 1

Organic
additive

Acetone
Acetonotri
Dioxane
Ethanol
Isobutanol
Methanol
Propylene
carbonate

Dielectric
constant

20.7
le 37.5

2.2
24.6
16.6
32.7
64.4

Distribution ratio

10% '

0.90
6.45
4.36
4.92
2.5
1.60
23.08

20%

1.10
8.49
5.93
6.42
3.21
1.80
20.14

, D

30%

1.30
9.34
•7.92
8.85

,4.00
2.00
14.68

40%

1.00
7.36
6.10
5.14
2.90
1.70
7.18
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The mean value of Dpu obtained from pure 4M HNO3 medium is 4.51.

a T.Sekine, Y.Hasegawa, Solvent Extraction : Fundamental and

Applications, Marcel Bekker, New York, p. 48-50 (1977).

44. Complexation of Am(III) and Eu(III) with tris-bipyridine

cryptand

V. K. Manchanda and P. K. Mohapatra

Due to their large hydration energies trivalent lanthanide

and actinide ions form weak complexes with crown ethers and

diaza-crown ethers in the aqueous phase. On the other hand,

macrobicyclic ligands exhibit great promise to form encapsulated

complexes of trivalent lanthanide ions in non-aqueous media.

Complexation behaviour of Am(III) and Eu(III) with tris

bipyridine cryptand(L) (Figure 22)has been investigated employing
241 152—154solvent extraction tracer technique. Am and Eu as

tracer and dirsonylnaphthalene sulphonic acid (HD) in toluene as

the extractant are used in the present studies. It is revealed

from the distribution data(D) that the complexation proceeds very

slowly in the aqueous medium (pH<*2.0) and the attainment of the

two phase equilibrium takes several months if it is reached in

the forward direction. On the contrary, if the complexation

reaction is carried out in the non-aqueous medium(CH3CN- CHCI3),

the two phase equilibrium is attained much faster for pH 3.0 and

pH 6.0 aqueous solutions if approached from the backward

direction. For higher concentrations of acid studied (0.2 -1.0 N)

it takes months to attain the equilibrium and it is observed that

the distribution ratio values drop to their respective blank

distribution ratio values. It is interesting to observe, however,

that the complex, like Am(III) too extracts by micelle mechanism
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FIG-22 « TRIS BIPYRI0INE CRYPTAND<1_>
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in the [H+J range 0.2M-0.5M as follows:

ML3+(a) + (HD)n(o) ^==> ML(Hn_3Dn)(o) + 3H
+(a)

where M = Am/Eu, (HD)n represents the micelle of the extractant

with 'n' being the aggregation number.

The complex formation reaction in the non-aqueous medium

depends critically on the nature of solventr temperature and

duration of refluxation and the concentration of L. The

parameters chosen for the present study are: [L] = 5x10 M; temp.

=70°C; solvent: (1:1) CH3CN-CHCI3; period of refluxation • 12

hrs.

Table 34: Distribution data for the Am(III)-tris-bipyridine

cryptand-HD system as a function of aqueous acidities and time.

Org. Phase: 0.005M HD (expts. 1-5); 0.001M (CI^^ND (expts.6,7)

[HC1]

/PH

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

Do

0.19

0.45

1.06

4.00

33.27

t=

2

3

5

13

71

2

.64

.28

.11

.38

.21

1

1

2

8

57

96

.36

.69

.85

.13

.09

Dt(hrs.)

384

0

1.

1

5,

45,

.78

.05

.89

.95

.17

552

0.66

0.93

1.7

5.52

39.38

912

0.

0.

1.

5.

32.

56

79

46

01

78

1272

0.

0.

1.

4.

32.

49

69

32

35

23

D2/O1272

5

4

3

3

2

„

.4

.8

.5

.1

.2

pH3.0 12.^9 35.50 31.96 30.33 30.40

pH6.0 17.76 77.24 87.82 71.44 79.15

It is observed that under these conditions D value in the

system Am(III)-DNNS-Toluene-HCl increases by a factor of 14 if
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[HC1] is 1M. Whereas the D values obtained in the absence of L

do not show any variation with time,the D values in the presence

of L decrease at a rate dependent on [H J, probably due to the

dissociation of the complex Ami. in the aqueous phase. This is

clearly seen from Table 34 which lists the D values as a function

of time.

There is no increase irt the D value if L is replaced by

18 crown 6, kryptofix 22 or 2,2'-bipyridyl even though other

experimental conditions are identical. It appears that these

ligcinds interact weakly with the metal ion and dissociate readily

on contacting with aqueous phase(1 M HC1). "

An attempt is also made to evaluate the separation

factor(S.F.) of Am(III) with respect to Eu(III) using a synthetic

mixture of Am and 2~ 1 5 jju an(j the methodology developed in

this work. S.F. of 2.2±0.2 is obtained (with [L] - 5 x 10~5M) by
241 152—154assaying the organic and aqueous phases for Am and . Eu

at 60 KeV and 122 KeV respectively employing SO c.c. Ge detector

coupled to a multichannel analyzer.

45. Ion-pair extraction of uranyl ion in the presence of crown

ethers

P.K.Nohapatra and V.K.Manchanda

Due to their ease of hydrolysis and narrow range of ionic

radii the actinide ions offer challenging opportunities to the

coordination chemists working with macrocyclic ligands. However,

there are a few reports available on the extraction of these

cations in the presence of crown ethers from aqueous mineral acid

solutions. In this study, ionrp&ir extraction of uranyl ion with

pi crate as the counter anion has been investigated in the
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presence of several crown ethers at 25°C and ionic strength of

0.1M. J U as the tracer, Benzo 15 crown S(B15C5), 18 crown 6

(18C6), Dibenzo 18 crown 6 (DB18C6) and Dibenzo - 24 crown 8

(DB24C8) as the crown ethers, tetramethyl ammonium chloride as

the inert electrolyte and chloroform as the diluent are employed

in this study.

The independence of the distribution ratio with [H ] (in the

pH range 1.90 to 3.15) and its dependence on picrate ion

concentration of 2 suggest that the two-phase equilibrium can be

represented as: i

UO2
2+(a) + n L(o) + 2 A~(a) ^=* [UO2(L)n]

2+.[A~]2(o) (1)

where L = crown ether; and A~ = picrate ion. The value of n

varied with the nature of L as n * 2 for B15C5, 1 for 18C6 and

DB18C6 and 0.5 for DB24C8. Computation of the extraction constant

for the two phase equilibrium shown by eqn.' (1) require th.-

consideration of a side equilibrium represented by eqn. (2)

L(o) + H+(a) + A~(a) ^** LH+.A~(o) (2)

The equilibrium constant of this reaction, calculated

spectrophotometrically, is used to arrive at the equilibrium

concentrations of crown ether as well as picrate anion in the

distribution experiment.

The log Kex values determined for different crown ethers

are B15C5:2.47,3.55; 18C6:3.46; DB18C6:3.22 and DB24C8:2.35. The

complexation of uranyl ion with 18-membered ligands for (1>*1)

species is stronger compared to that with 15-membered and 24-

membered ligands. However, these values are lower compared to the

corresponding values of Am(III) reported by us earlier . Similar

to Am(III), large hydration energies of the uranyl ion appears to

hinder the formation of direct metal-ligand bonds and as a

consequence weaker outer sphere complexes are formed.
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Table 35: Distribution ratio values of fission products in a

mixture using crown ethers

Radio nuclide B15C5 18C6 DB18C6

24 .6

-

21 .0

86.7

16.7

5 . 5

8 . 8

7 . 1

2 . 2

4 2 . 0

3 .2

-

2 . 8

268.0

1.2

1 . 0

2 . 8

-

0.42

4 . 1

4 . 3

2 . 1

1 . 6

618 .6

28.6

31.5

7 . 6

1 . 4

3 . 1

1.0

541.2
112Pd 16.7 1.2 28.6 10.5
97Zr
U 0 L a 8.8 2.8 7.6 4.0
115Cd
103Ru
153Gd

The effect of diluent on the extraction is studied
2+

typically for the system UOj -HA-18C6. The D values varied for

different diluents as carbon tetrachloride n-dodecane < toluene <

chloroform < dichloromethane which is in the increasing order of

their dielectric constants. Separation factors of uranium from

fission products like Ba, La, Ce, Nd, Tc, Pd and Zr etc. in the

presence of various crown ethers and picric acid at pH 3.0 have

been determined. The results are given in Table 35.

Reference:

1. P. K. Mohapatra and V. K.' Manchanda, Sadiochira.

Acta, 55, 193(1991).
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46. Extraction of Am(III) and Cm(III) with l-Phenyl-3-Methyl-4-

Acetyl-Pyrazolone-5

P.K.Mohapatra and V.K.Manchandu

The pyrazolones form a fascinating class of betodiketones

capable of extracting metal ions from relatively stronger acidic

solutions even in the presence of complexing anions. l-phenyl-3-

methyl-A-benzoyl-pyrazolone-5 (HPMBP) with the acid dissociation

constant (pKa) of 4.09 and partition coefficient (log PHX) °*

3.61 is the most extensively studied pyrazolone for its solvent

extraction behaviour of the actinide ions. l-phenyl-3-methyl-4-

aoetyl-pyrazolone-5 (HPMAP) with pKa » 3.78 and log PJJX = 2.90,

though a promising chelate extractant for actinide ions, has not

been investigated for its potential in synergism of trivalent

actinide ions. The present report deals with the synergistic

extraction behaviour of Am(III) and Cm(III) employing HPMAP as

the chelate extractant and tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP), di-n-

octyl sulphoxide (DOSO) and trj-n-octyl phosphine oxide (T0P0) as

the neutral oxodonors.

The plots of log D and log (D-Do) as log(HPMAP) in the

absence and presence of neutral oxodonor (S) for Am(III) as well

as Cm(III) suggest that whereas four beta diketone moities are

present in the extracted species in the absence of S, only three

such moities are present in the presence of S (S=TBP/D0S0/T0P0).

The dependency of distribution ratio on hydrogea in concentration

was 3 in the absence of S. This suggests that M(PMAP)3.HPMAP

(where M *> Am/Cm) is the dominating species in the organic phase

in the absence of S.

Extraction constants obtained in the present work are given

in Tables 36 and 37. Kex value for Cm(III) is marginally larger
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than that of Am(III) as observed with other pyrazolones.

Table 36:Extraction constants (Kex) and Adduct Formation

Constants (pi and P2) for Am(III) using HPMAP as

- chelating agents! i.s. • 0.1, temp. • 25°C.

s

-

TBP

DOSO

TOPO

log Kex

-4.89±0.07

-

-

-

log pi

-

1.96

2.38

4.14

log P2

-

4.12

4.59

7.61

log K2

—

2.16

2.21

3.47

Table 37 Extraction constants (Kex) and Adduct Formation Constants

(pi and P2) for Cm(III) using HPMAP as chelating agents;

i.s. » 0.1, temp. • 25°C.

s

-
TBP

DOSO

TOPO

log Kex

-4.74±0.02

-

-

-

log Pi

-

1.87

2.28

4.06

log p 2

-

3.90

4.42

7.51

log K2

-

2.03

2.14

3.45

This is explained as due to the greater ionic potential of the

former.

The plots of log(D-Do) as a function of log[S] in all the

extraction systems studied in the present work reveal slopes of

1.30+0.02 and the fact that the variation of D with [H+J is

independent of the presence of S, indicate the co-extraction of

M(PMAP>3.S and M(PMAP>3.2S species towards the organic phase. The
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equilibrium constants (Pi and P2) a r e given in Tables 36 and 37.

In all the cases, Cm(I.II) values are marginally smaller than

those of Am(III). This is explained on the basis of relatively

stronger chelates formed by Cm(III) (as mentioned earlier).

Tablos 36 and 37 also give the log K2 (log p2 ~ loS Pi) values

for three oxodonors. It is interesting to observe that for the

weak donor i.e. TBP, K2 >Pi» but for DOSO and TOPO, K2 < Pi, for

both metal ions.

Tt is also not possible to compare' tne adduct formation

constant p\, values of the present work with the corresponding

values using HTTA as chelating agent due to the difference in the

nature of extracted species. However, log Kj values can be

compared which refers to the identical equilibria in the two

coses. TTA, with higher pka value than that of HPMAP is expected

to form stronger chelate but as a consequence,' weaker adduct with

TBP. Tables 36 and 37 show that log K2 values are distinctly

larger for Am-TTA-TBP/TOPO as well as Cm-TTA-TBP/TOPO as compared

to the corresponding HPMAP systems. This may probably be

explained on the basis of steric hindrance offered by three

pyrazolone chelate rings around the metal ion to the approaching

second TBP molecule.

Separation factors obtained in the present work are given in

Table 38 along with the corresponding values for HPMBP-xylene

system. It is observed that whereas for simple chelate

extraction alone as well as with TBP as neutral oxodonor,

separation factors are better for HPMAP system but with TOPO as

synergist HPMBP is a better ligand for separating Am(III) from

Cm(III).
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Table 38:Separation Factors (S.F.) between Cm(III) and Am(III)

with different oxodonors on the basis of K" data

F.

1

0

0

(HPNAP)

. 41

.86

.96

.13

S.F

1

1

1

. (HPMBP)

.43

.0

-

.78

TBP

DOSO

TOPO

47. 3- Phenyl -4- Benzoyl -5-Isoxazolone: A Novel Extractant for

the purification of Plutonium.

V. K. Nanchanda and P. K. Mohapatra • -

Work reported by us earlier demonstrated the possibility

of employing 3- phenyl -4-benzoyl -5-isoxazolone(HPBI) for the

quantitative extraction of Pu(IV) from high HC1 concentration (1

-6 M). It was of interest to explore the possible use of this

reagent for the separation of Pu from Np, U and fission products

encountered during the production of scarce isotopes of Pu from

the irradiated targets. In this direction work has been initiated

to develop a method for the separation of Pu from Np in 1:1 HC1

medium. Principle governing this separation is the preferential

oxidation of Np to Np(VI) during the extraction step and the

preferential reduction of Pu to Pu(III) during the stripping

step. NH4VO3 was chosen in a systematic study carried out to

investigate the role of redox reagents like KBrO3, NaN(>2i K2Cr2C>7

NH4VO3 and H2O2 for Pu extraction under varying HCi

concentration.
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Table 39: % Extraction of Pu and Np in the presence of 5x10 M

amm,vanadate from varying cone, of HC1 using 0.05 M

HPBI.

[KC1]/M Pu Np

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

92.6

91 .2

91.6

91.3

90.9

90.2(36.0)'

88.8

97.5

95.4

94.5

55.1

19.9

9.0(96.1)

3.7

* values inside parentheses are obtained without any amm.

vanadate addition.

Results on Pu and Np extraction in the presence of 5xlO~ M

ammonium vanadate from 1:1 HC1 medium are summarized in Table 39.

It was observed that whereas 90% of Pu was extracted in the

presence of 0.05 M HPBI in toluene, only 9% Np was transferred

tow.-irds the organic phase. 0.1 M hydroqu i none (HQ) in 1:1 HC1 used

as strippant resulted in the quantitative back extraction of Pu

with > 95% of Np staying back in the organic phase. Work on a

synthetic mixture comprising U, Al, Pu, Np and fission products

revealed that a decontamination factor of 10 of Pu from Np could

be achieved (Fig 23).

Reference:

1. Radiochemistry Division Annual Report,. 1990.
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48. Ion-pair extraction of Pu with crown ethers from HC1

solutions •

P. K. Mohapatra and V. K. Nanchanda

Extraction behaviour of U(VI) and Am(III) in the presence

of crown ethers from aqueous picrate solutions in the pH range of
1 2

2.0-3.0 has been reported by us earlier ' . In view.of the ease

of hydrolysis of Pu under the aqueous conditions, an attempt was

made to investigate its extraction behaviour under high acidic

conditions (1-10 M HC1).

Ion-pair extraction of Pu in nitrobenzene medium was

studied in the presence of different crown ethers viz. benzo 15

crown 5 (B15C5), 18 crown 6 (18C6), dibenzo 18 crown 6 (DB18C6),

dicyclohexano 18 crown 6 (DC18C6), dibenzo 24 crown 8 (DB24C8)

and dicyclohexano 24 crown 8 (DC24C8). Preliminary experiments

carried out at 6M HC1 with nitrobenzene as the organic diluent to

arrive at the optimum concentration of ammonium vanadate (5x10

M) requixed for the conversion of Pu to Pu(IV). Distribution

ratio of Pu with different diluents vary as nitrobenzene >

dichloromethane > chloroform > toluene > carbon tetrachloride >

doriecsne. This is in conformity with the extraction of ion pair

of the type PuClx
(x"A)".(x-4)LH+ in the present studies.

A systematic study of the effect of acidity on the

extraction was carried out for different crown ethers. Table 40

shows that the extraction varies with the crown ethers in the

order DC24C8 > DC18C6 > DB24C8 > 18C6 > DB18C6 > B15C5. Work on

the determination of the nature of the species involved is in

progress.
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Table 40: % Extraction of Pu as a function of acidity with

different crown ethers

[HC1]

10.0

9.0

8.0

7.0

6.0

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

B15C5

85.1

69.9

61.5

56.6

36.9

4.5

0.5

-

-

-

1BC6

99.9

99.6

99.8

99.1

95.4

58.9

9.2

3.8

-

-

DB18C6

99.3

94.2

96.6

94.6

82.2

8.6

1.4

-

-

-

DC18C6

99.9

99.9

99.9

99.9

99.9 -

99.9

97.3

33.6

0.8

-

DB24C8

99.9

99.9

99.9

99.9

99.3

79.9

5.5

0.8

-

-

C24C8

99.9

.99.9

99.9

99.9

99.9

99.8

98.1

46.1

3.3

0.4

References:

1.Paper presented at the 17th Intern.Symposium on Macrocyclic

Chemistry, Utah(1992)

2.P.K.Mahapatra and V.K.Manchanda* Radiochin.Acta 55,193 (1991).
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III. SPECTROSCOPY

49. 'In phase' line at zero Field in the EPR of superconducting

M.D.Sastry, K.S.Ajayakumar, R.M.Kadam, G.M.Phatak* and

R.M.Iyer

• Chemistry Division

The occurrence of an intense low field signal in the EPR of

high temperature superconducting materials has been reported by

a number of workers and it is accepted as one of the signatures

of superconductivity in these materials. An important

characteristic of this signal is its 'out of phase ' nature with

reference to any absorption signal obsetved under identical

conditions. This characteristic is consistent with the proposal

that this absorption occurs due to the fluxons in the intergrain

region of granular superconductors. In this study, for the first

time evidence for the concomitant occurrence of an 'in phase*

signal at and below Tc in YBa2CU3C»7_x was obtained.

The important characteristics of this signal are (1) the inphase

nature (with reference to any absorption signal) clearly

demonstrates that maximum absorption occurs at zero field in

contrast to out of phase signal. This shows that a mechanism

other than due to fluxons, exists for microwave absorption at

0.3cm~ at zero magnetic field. (2) The intensity of the signal

increases dramatically in finely powdered samples compared to

pellets or coarse powders (Fig.24). (3) The intensity of the

signal is maximum in zero field cooled samples and goes down with

exposure to Magnetic field above 20 6 at 77 K (Fig.25). These

observations suggest that the signal appears to arise due to

absorption from within the grains at very low field values and
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its intensity decreases with trapping of magnetic field in the

grains. Fig.25 therefore qualitatively shows the field dependence

of the penetration depth in the grains.

50. Magnetic field dependence of microwave absorption in

superconducting YBo2C'U307_x single crystals

R.M.Kadam, M.D.SaBtry, M.S.Somayazulu*, R.M.Iyer,

K.S.Ajayakumar and C.N.Patra

* Solid State Physics Division

The magnetic field dependence of microwave absorption in

granular Y-123, Bi-2223 and Tl-2122 compounds at different

temperatures has been reported earlier(l) and the contribution

from weak links and intragrain regions have been identified. In

the present work, the magnetic field dependence in a single

crystal of Y-123 at different temperature was studied. The

temperature dependence of microwave absorption at zero field had

shown that it has two superconducting phases with Tc • 80 K and

Tc = 55 K. The magnetic field dependence of microwave absorption

was studied with zero field cooled(ZFC) and field cooled (FC) (at

13,10 and 5 KG) samples in 20 to 60 K range for the magnetic

field parallel and perpendicular to c axis (Fig.26). The

experimental findings are the following: (1) Increase in

microwave absorption occurred only above 100 6 (at 20 K) for H .

(a,b) and above 10006 at 20K for H .c. The geometry of the

crystal is such that the demagnetization effects are not

significant for H _ c. It therefore suggests that the lower

critical field Hcl (a.b) "• 100G at 20 K and H c l
c > 1000 6 at 20

K. (2) There is a general increase in the net microwave

absorption with field cooling. However, the general pattern
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I appeared essentially similar to that of ZFC samples. (3)

{ Comparison with similar data on granular samples has confirmed

| our earlier identification of the contribution from intergrain

weak link absorption and intragrain absorption which

monotonically increased with H > 100G. (4) A general anti-

correlation was noted between the magnetic field dependent

absorption and magnetic field dependent critical current density

Jc reported by Ekin et al(2) suggesting the depinning of fluxons

alBo contributes to microwave losses.

References:

l.M.D.Sastry, R.M.Kadam, R.M.Iyer, P.V.P.S.S.Sastry, G.M.Phatak,

M.L.Jayantkumar and Y.Babu

Progress in High Temp.Phys.25, 319 Ed:R.Nicholsky, World

Scientific (Singapore) (1990).

2.J.W.Ekin, H.R.Hart.Jr. and A.R.Gaddipatti, J.Appl.Phys.(1990)

51. Alpha irradiation effects on the superconductivity of

GdBa2Cu3O7_x:EPR and microwave absorption studies

M.D.Sastry, C.N.Patra, V.Natarajan, E.V.Sampathkumaran* and

R.M.Iyer

•Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

From our earlier studies(l), it was demonstrated that mixing

of ot-active 239PuO2 (50% by weight) with YBa2Cu307_x (Y-123)

serves as a convenient way of investigating the at-irradiation

effects on the superconducting properties of Y-123. The low field

signal observed in the EPR measurements et 77 K has been used to

monitor the changes in superconducting fraction. In the present

work, EPR and magnetic field dependence of microwave absorption

of zero field cooled(ZFC) and field cooled (FC) samples of
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x (Gd-123) mixed with 25 X PuOj by weight were

studied. The intensity of low field signal obtained for PUO2

mixed Gd-123 was normalised against the signal of Gd-123 at 77 K.

The changes in the intensity ratio thus obtained were followed as

n function of ot-dose over a period of 7 months (Fig. 27). The

direr:! microwave absorption results are shown in Fig.28. The

important findings are as follows: (1) At relatively lower doses
3 2

of e(.~irradiation(upto 2.5 x 10 el-particles / cm ), the intensity

ratio of the superconducting signal has increased by 10 T. (2)

The radiation induced defect O2 has been detected and its

intensity increased with time of storage (dose). (3) The direct

microwave absorption has shown some remarkable properties due to

texturing observed in the samples used. Firstly the field

dependence has shown that intergrain weak link absorption

normally found around 10 G in granular samples, is absent. The

magnetic field dependence appeared similar to that observed in

single crystal in ab plane . (4) The absence of hysterisis in ot-

irradiated samples give clear evidence of flux pinning centres

generated by «t-irradiation.

Reference:

(1) M.D.Sastry, V.Natarajan, A.G.I.Dalvi and R.M.Iyer, Physica C

160, 69 (1989).

52. EPR studies of structural phase transition in telluric acid

ammonium phosphate (TAAP)

Y.B.ibu and M.D.Sastry

Telluric acid ammonium, phosphate (TAAP), with chemical

formula Te(0H)6- 2NH4H2PO4. (NH/^HPO^, which is monoclinic (Pn)

at room temperature, has been reported(l) to undergo a second
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order phase transition from a ferroelectric to a non-polar phase

at 45°C. From Raman spectroscopic and dielectric studies, it has

been reported(l) that the phase transition takes place

predominantly through the order-disorder nature of the hydrogen

bonds of the type N-H-O, The results of the EPR investigation of

the phase transition carried out for the first time on this

system using the paramagnetic radical formed on gamma irradiation

as a probe are reported here.

Transparent plate-like single crystals of TAAP were grown

from aqueous solution by slow evaporation at room temperature.

The crystals were gamma irradiated at room temperature and the

EPR spectra were recorded on Varian V-4502 X-band EPR

spectrometer. The spectra recorded at room temperature with the

magnetic field along the <101> direction showed the presence of

two resonance absorptions, one centered around g =2.001 and the

other around g = 2.026. From the g values, these were assigned to

a paramagnetic Te center produced on gamma irradiation. For H^

<101>, the line at g =2.026 is split at room temperature and on

heating the sample, the splitting of the line disappears at 45° C

(Fig.29). In the low temperature phase, this splitting increases

as the temperature is lowered. This feature was however not

observed when the magnetic field was in [101] plane of the

crystal. This suggests that the phase transition at 45° C is

associated with a distortion about an axis perpendicular to <101>

axis. It may be mentioned that no significant changes in the

microwave loss were observed at Tc, suggesting that it may be

weakly ferromagnetic below Tc. On the otherhand, the microwave

loss was found to increase below -90°C.

Reference:

(1) M.N.Shasikala, N.R.Srinivasan and H.L.Bhat, J.Phys.Condensed
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matter 2, 4013 (1990).

53. Thermally stimulated luminescence studies of

crystal

S.V.Godbole, A.G.Page and M.D.Sastry.

Lithium yttrium tetrafluoride has scheelite tetragonal

structure, where an yttrium ion is surrounded by eight nearest

neighbour fluoride ions having S4 local site symmetry. Some work

has been reported about observation of F and Vfc centre absorption

and also about thermally stimulated luminescence (TSL) at 75 K

(1-4). Apart from these reports, trap level spectroscopy of LiYF^

has largely remained unexplored. Detailed studies have,

therefore, been carried out on LiYF^:U single crystal, using

different techniques such as optical absorption, thermally

stimulated luminescence (TSL) and electron spin resonance (GSR).

An optical quality single crystal was grown by Stober's

method (5) using high purity LiF, YF3 and UF4 containing natural

uranium as the base materials. A nickel tube furnace assembly

specially fabricated to handle fluoride type of matrices coupled

with a versatile programmable temperature controller designed and

developed in the division was used as the experimental facility

for crystal growth. The melting point of the mixture being 860

°C.,an annealing rate as low as 4°C/h. was used during the

initial stages of the crystal growth upto 700 °C. and afterwards

annealing rate was raised to 10°C./h. and finally to 20°C./h. in

stages. The optical quality single crystal obtained thus was well

characterised prior to its investigation by TSL and ESR

techniques. X-ray diffraction pattern recorded for the crystal
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confirmed the single compound formation of LiYF^ while, ICP—AES

analysis of a small chip of the crystal* gave uranium dopant

concentration as 0.2%. No other impurity was detected above the

normal detection limits which are of the order of few ppm. The

optical absorption studies of the transparent crystal were

recorded on a Beckman spectrophotometer DU-7 with a specially

developed sample holder. The TSL studies on gamma irradiated

crystal were carried out in the temperature range 300-600 K using

the set-up designed and fabricated in the laboratory. The ESR
4+studies Of LiYF^:U crystal were carried out before and after

gamma irradiation with the crystal cooled to 20 K, using ESR

spectrometer (Bruker model ESP 300).

The tetravalent state of uranium stabilised in LiYF^ was

confirmed from its characteristic absorption spectrum and absence
2+of green fluorescence emission of UO2 . Four glow-peaks were

observed at temperatures 357,409,436 and 457 K in a sample gamma

irradiated at room temperature.to a dose of 4.0 KGy. Figure 30

shows the TSL glow-curve obtained in the temperature range 300-

600 K. using a heating rate of l°C/s. Trap parameters for the

prominent glow-peaks at 357 and 457 K were calculated by adopting

two methods viz. different heating rates method (D.H.R.) (6) and

the initial rise method (I.R.) (7). However, these methods could

not be applied for the weak intensity peaks at 409 K and 436 K.

Thermal bleaching of the low temperature glow peaks was carried

out while following different heating rates method for evaluation

of trip parameters. The activation energies and frequency factors

calculated for the two prominent peaks are given in Table 41.

The variation of TSL intensity as a function of gamma dose

was studied for all the TSL glow-peaks. Except for the general

increase in the TSL intensity for all the glow-peaks, neither
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relative intensity changes amongst the TSL glow-peaks nor

appearance of any additional TSL glow-peak was observed. Spectral

investigations' of the TSL glow-peaks were carried out in the

spectral range 300-750 nm using interference filters having

bandwidth of 10 nm. These studies showed a strong emission around

690 nm for the two prominent glow-peaks. Similar emission was

also observed for the crystal irradiated at 77 K on its natural

warming to 300 K. Such red emission has already been reported as

due to tetravalent uranium ions in the optical fluorescence

studies on ThCl^, ThBr^ and ThSiO^ matrices doped with U ions

(8-11). In the present case, no fluorescence emission could be

observed when an intense excitation source such as 1000 W high-

pressure mercury-continuum source was used. This shows that the

TSL process has better excitation efficiency and is specially

useful for the study of actinide doped phosphors, where, in

general, fluorescence emission has weak intensity.

it J.
Table 41: Trap parameters for LiYF^iU crystal

Peak Temperature

(K)

357

457

D.

1

0

Activation

H.R.

.04

.87

(eV)

I.

1.

0.

Energy

R.

02

83

Frequency Factor

D

4

2.

c.r1
.H.R.

.2xlO13

.OxlO8

Radiation induced colour centres in gamma irradiated crystal

were studied by recording their absorption spectra. The main
4+features of the absorption spectrum for U iona showed slight

reduction in absorbance on irradiation and appearance of an
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additional peak at 335 nm. The absorption peak at 335 nm has

been identified as due to formation of F centre as reported in

the literature (3). Growth of F centre absorbance as a function

of gamma dose was investigated . Intensities of TSL peaks and F

centre absorbance show identical behaviour when studied as a

function of gamma irradiation dose, both of them showing

saturation around 12 KGy. gamma dose. This has been interpreted

as due to filling up of intrinsic defect sites during irradiation

and that TSL peaks are associated with F centre formation. On

annealing the irradiated crystal in the range of 300 - 600 K, in

steps of 10 X, it was observed that F centre absorption showed

significant reduction in intensity at the two temperatures at

which prominent TSL peaks appeared viz. 357 K and 457 K, thereby

indicating this to be a two step annihilation process. The

annealing behaviour for the F centre and the corresponding TSL

emission for the crystal is shown in Figure 31. Simitar behaviour

of F centre has been reported for alkali halides (12,13)

suggesting that TSL is caused by recombination of interstitial

halogen atoms with F centre in the multi-step annihilation

process.

ESR investigations on the uranium doped crystal did not show
4+any signal attributable to U ions even when the crystal was

cooled to 20 K. However on gamma irradiation a weak signal was

observed for the crystal at 300 K with a g-value 0.5 in S-band

(4.01GHz frequency)ESR experiment. This g-yalue agrees well with

that expected for U ions. The indirect evidence for the
5+ 4+

formation of U ions is also available from the reduction in U
ions absorbance observed on the gamma irradiation of the crystal.

4+
The observations made here suggest that some of the U ions act

as hole trapping centres during gamma irradiation while during
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thermal stimulation! these ions act as recombination centres and

also luminescence centres.
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54. Isothermal decay measurements on ESR dating centres in

calcites '

V.Nntarajan, T.K.Seshagiri, M.D.Sastry and K.S.V.Nambi*

'Environmental Assessment Division

In-situ isothermal decay of ESR signals in calcite samples

was used for the first time for the determination of mean trap

life times. This method is implicitly superior to those reported

so far in the literature, which are based on step-annealing of

samples and ESR measurements of the residual signals at room

temperature(1). The thermal stability of the ESR signals at g •

2.0006 and g =2.0023 in the famous HEGY calcite samples was

studied by maintaining the samples isothermally at differnt

temperatures in the microwave cavity and recording directly the

ESR decay curves of the marked signals. The mean life times of

the centres in HEGY samples have been evaluated by various ESR

dating laboratories in the world. The in-situ decay measurements

conducted in the present study yield trap life times 1.7 x 10

years for the signal at g =2.0026 and 0.17 years for the signal

at g =2.0023 in HEGY samples at 10° C which are nearly an order

of magnitude lower than those quoted in literature using ESR

methods (2). The present values should be more reliable as the

uncertainties in the intensity measurements during stepwise

annealing do not exist in this method.
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55. Photochemical reduction of uranyl ion in nitric acid medium

using XeCl excimer laser

V.Natarajan, S.V.Godbole, A.Argekar, A.G.Page, M.D.Sastry

and P.R.Natarajan

24Photochemical reactions of uranyl(UOj ) ion with organic

molecules have been studied extensively and reported in the

1iterature(l). The studies on the photoreduction of uranyl ion

with organic molecules like tributyl phosphate in nitric acid

medium(2,3,4) is particularly interesting in view of its possible

applications in nuclear fuel processing. The photolysis of N03~

ion resulting in the formation of NC>2~ ion for light of

wavelength less than 350 nm has been reported to have negative
2+ 4+effects on the photoreduction of uranyl(UO2 ) ion to U (4). In

view of the availability of an intense light source at 308 nm

(XeCl excimer laser) in our laboratory, it' was considered
2+important to assess its utility in the photoreduction of UO2 to

U + with ethanol in solutions containing UO2 + and HNO3 in

presence of a nitrite scavenger like sulphamic acid. The results

of these studies are presented here.
2+Using a series of standard solutions of UO2 in 0.2 M HNO3,

2+
the molar absorptivity of UO2 at 414 nm and at 308 nm (laser

wave length) were determined to be 6.6 and 63.8 mole" cm"
4+

respectively. Molar absorption coefficient of U was calculated

using solutions containing U + in 0.2 M HNO3. The concentration

of U in these secondary standards was determined using a
4+

biamperometric method(5). The molar absorption coefficient of U

in 0.2 M HNO3 at 647 nm was determined to be 49.8 mole" cm** .

Potassium ferrioxalate (0.006M) solution was used for

actinometry(6). The nitrite ion produced after irradiation was
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estimated by reacting with p-nitro aniline and coupling with

azulene to form a pink azo-dye which was then determined by

monitoring the absorbance at 515 nm(7).

Preliminary experiments on the photoreduction of UOj in

1.7 M ethanol and different concentrations of HNO3 (ranging from

0.1 M - 2 M) using XeCl laser showed that maximum photoreduction

occurs in 0.2 M-0.5M HNO3 medium as in the cane of earlier work

reported on this system using Ar ion laser ( X s 488 nm) (2) and

mercury vapour lamp (\=407 + 6 nm) (3) as irradiation sources.

The present study was carried out in 0.2 M HNO3 medium* as the

absorbance values for higher molarities of HNO3 were found to be

large (>2) at the laser wavelength (308 nm) and the molar
' 2+

absorption coefficient of UO2 ion at 308 nm could not be
determined precisely.

At

Quantum yields for photoreduction to V were determined in
2+

UO2 / 0.2 M HNO3 at four different ethanol concentrations and

the results obtained are shown in Table 42.

Table 42: Quantum yields in U02
2+/0.2 11 HN03/ethanpl solutions

Ethanol

concn.(M)

0.34

0.85

1.72

3.10

Initial UO 2
2 +

concn.(raM)

8.18

6.97

9.09

7.57

I

concn.(mM)

1;

0.

1.

1.

12

94

17

10

Quantum

yield

0,

0.

0.

0.

.31 + 0.02

,29 + 0.01

30 + 0.02

30 + 0.03

Pulse rate used - 5Hz; irradiation time > 3 minutes.In the last

column, the standard deviation of 6 determinations is shown.

The quantum yield for U in 0.2 H HMO3/ ethanol medium is about.
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0.30, while in (H2SO4 / HCIO4 + ethanol) system, the reported

value is about 0.6 (8,9). It is seen that N<>3~ ion, which absorbs

at 260-340 nm (10), undergoes photoreduction to N02~ followed by

the oxidation of U to UO2 by N02~. The reported values for

the quantum yield for similar system (UO2 / HNO3 / ethanol)

under aerated conditions using Ar ion laser(2) and mercury

vapour lamp(3) are 0.6 and 0.2 respectively. This significant

difference in quantum yield is probably due to wavelength

selectivity in the photochemical process. In order to see the

effect of sulphamic acid addition on the quantum yield , it was

added at different concentrations to the uranyl nitrate solution

at fixed ethanol concentration of 1.7 M and the quantum yields

were determined. The results are given in Table 43 from which it

can be seen that the addition of 0.05 M sulphamic acid increases
4+the quantum yield for U production from 0.30 to 0.47.

Table 43: Quantum yields in U0 2
2 +/ 0.2 M HNO3/ 1.7 M ethanol

sulphamic acid solutions

Sulphamic acid

concn.(M)

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.10

0.20

Initial

concn

9.09

11.20

7.12

10.00

10.00

6.44

uo 2
2 +

.(mM)

1

1

1

1

1

1

produced

(mM)

.17

.40

.16

.80

.61

.35

Quantum

yield

0.30 + 0.

0.33 + 0.

0.34 + 0.

0.47 4 0.

0.45 + 0.

0.48 + 0.

02

02

03

02

03

02

Pulse rate used * 5 Hz; irradiation time « 3 minutes.In the last

column, the standard deviation of 6 determinations is shown.
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Increasing the sulphamic acid concentration beyond 0.05 M does

not result in increase in quantum yield. This value may be
2+compared with the value of 0.6 reported in 0.01 M UO2 / 1.5 M

ethanol/ 0.5 M HNO3 with Ar ion laser both in the presence and

absence of sulphamic acid (2). This shows that the presence of

sulphamic acid, when the photolysis is done at 308 nm,

significantly nullifies the effect of NC>2~ production.

The nitrite produced in a set of samples under identical

irradiation conditions was estimated by diazo-colour formation

and determination at 515 nm. The results of this experiment are

given in Table 44 which confirm the beneficial effect of

sulphamic acid in reducing the production rate of NC>2~ in

photolysis and thereby preventing back-oxidation of U to UO2

by N02~.

Table 44: Amount of N02~ ion formed in the various experimental

systems

System N(>2~ (jig/ ml)

0.2 M HNO3 0.68

0.2 M HNO3/ 0.05 M sulphamic acid 0.23

9 mM UO 2
2 + / 0.2 M HNO3 0.62

9 mM UO 2
2 + /0.2 M HNO3/ 1.7 M ethanol 0.60

9 mM U0 2
2 + /0.2 M HNO3/ 1.7 M ethanol/ 0.10

0.05 M sulphamic acid
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56. Trace metal characterisation of Zirconia by atomic emission

spectrometry

M.J.Kulkarni, S.K.Thulasidas, A.A.Argekar, A.G.Page and

M.D.Sastry

Zirconium and its alloys are primarily used as cladding

material for nuclear fuel elements and also as an additive in

plate type of fuels to gain the desired hardness for the fuel. In

vie* of this, purity requirements of Zr are similar to those of

nuclear fuel materials from neutronics point of view. Trace metal

characterisation of Zr, therefore assumes great significance.

Literature reports on the determination of metallies in Zr Mostly

refer to the use of high voltage spark as the source of
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excitation(l-3) while very few(4-6) refer to the use of either

d.c.arc or ICP in AES methods. A comprehensive ACS method based

on d.c. arc carrier distillation principle has been developed for

the direct determination of 22 metallic elements at ppm level in

ZrO2.

Specpure ZrOj, AgCl, SrFj and other chemicals, mostly oxides

of analyte elements were used in all the preeparations. An

intermediate range standard was prepared with- each of the

following carrier combinations: (1) AgCl: 5%, 10% (2) AgCl +

SrF2: 4% + l%t• 5% + 1%, 8% + 2X.

These aliquots were studied for the volatalisation-excitation

behaviour of each of the analytes using time gating facility. A

series of 8 analytical standards was then prepared with optimum

carrier combination and used in the calibration and two point

standardisation processes. Repetitive analyses of an intermediate

range- spiked sample were carried out to study precision of the

method. The other optimised experimental parameters are (i)

d.c.arc current: 12.5 A for exposure and 6 A for pre-burn (ii)

arc gap: 4mm centrally symmetric (iii) signal integration

period:3-5 Sees. for preburn and 20-35 sees, for exposure for

various analytes.

Detailed studies on the choice of carrier was based on the

earlier work(7) published from this laboratory on other nuclear

materials. It appears that while Ag helps to maintain higher

arc-plasma temperature, fluoride helps in converting less

volatile analyte oxides into their more volatile fluorides at the

electrode temperatures which in turn, enter the arc plasma and

undergo dissociation and excitation processes. The analytical

data obtained is given in Table 45.
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Table 45: Analytical data
S.No Element W(

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
It.
12.
13.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Al
B
Be
Ca
Cd
Co
Cr
Cu
Fe
Li
Mg
Mn
Mo
Na
Ni
Pb
Si
Sn
Ti
V
W
Zn

ength

(A°)
3082
2497
2348
3968
2288
2424
4254
3247
2617
6707
2802
2576
3132
5889
2316
2833
2B81
2421
4981
3185
2397
2138

Anal.range
(ppm)*

5-500
0.05-10
0.05-5
2.5-250
0.05-5
2.5-250
2.5-250
1-100
5-500
1-10
2.5-250
1-200
5-1000
1-100
2.5-250
2.5-250
20-2000
0.5-100
5-500

2.5-250
20-2000
5-500

Analysis
Spiked
100
1
1

50
1

50
50
20
100
20
50
20
100
20
50
50

400
10

100
50

400
100

of sample Precision
amt. detd.amt (t R.S.D.)

127
- 1.1
1.5
58
1.1
56
59
34
99

52
19

132
33
52
61

439
11

137
63

461
125

35
11
12
9
8
25
13
17
6
21
7
10
28
35
20
16
10
16
22
22
35
11

'Based on 100 mg analytical charge containing 5% carrier mixture

The lower quantification limits obtained here are better

than those reported in the literature for d.c.arc by at least an

order of magnitude. The results on the analysis of spiked samples

indicate good agreement with the spiked amounts. As compared to

high voltage spark, the sensitivity achieved for the analysis is

much better while in contrast to IC'P based methods, no chemical

separation of the matrix is involved in the current method.
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57. Laser based analytical spectroscopy of uranium

A.A.Argekar, M.J.Kulkarni, S.V.Godbole, A.G.Page,J.K.Samuel,

D.B.Paranjpe* and K.D.Singh Mudher*

* Fuel Chemistry Division

Analytical spectroscopy of uranium has been studied using a

XeCl excimer laser using the fluorescence emission of U(VI) ions

doped in a solid. Detailed studies have been carried out to find

a suitable host to enhance U emission. This has led to the choice

of a mixture of NaF and NaCl in 3:2 proportion leading to the

determination of U at subppb levels.

The fluorescence emission gets appreciably enhanced on using

a high power laser such as XeCl excimer laser in the present case

but the laser radiation and the associated high proportion of

the scattered light affect the detection system considerably.

This results in a very poor signal to noise ratio at low amounts

of U. An electronic circuitry has therefore been specially

developed here to(i) enable gating.of photo-multiplier tube which

would result in a better S/N ratio by totally avoiding the source

radiation and also to (ii) allow effectively a single pulse

operation of the laser so that the life of one fill of laser gas

can be enhanced appreciably. A method based on these innovations

has enabled highly precise determination of U at subppb
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concentration levels.

With a view to increasing the applicability of the method,

possible interferences in the spectral emission have also been

examined. The matrix enhanced fluorescence emission of U(VI) has

been found to be free from chemical and spectral interferences

due to the concomitant presence of 10 metallic elements generally

associated with U viz. Ag, Ca, Cd,Co,Cu, K,Mg, Mn, Pb and Zn.

Uranium fluorescence was studied in 0.0001-5 ppm range. The

fluorescence signal did not show any saturation effect upto 5ppm.

The precision in the signal measurements is better than 1% as

judgud from 10 repetitive measurements on a sample containing 0.1

ppm II. In order to identify the complex formed at high uranium

concentrations, a sample prepared with 2.5% U concentration was

investigated for its X-ray diffraction pattern. The pattern

showud structure similar to that of Na2U2^7* A freshly prepared

Na2U2O7 however did not exhibit any fluorescence emission. Hence

the same compound was mixed successively with NaCl and NaF at

higher U percentages and X.R.D. patterns for these compounds were

studied. These studies showed marked difference in X.R.D.pattern

over the one obtained for pure Na2^2^7 i" that the individual

peaks showed fine structure, changes in intensity etc. thereby

revealing the formation of sodium fluorouranate complex which is

responsible for the enhanced fluorescence emission. The method

described here, is suitable for low level detection of U as

required in environmental monitoring of radioactivity.
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58. Radiochemical studies in chemical separation of rare earths

in zirconium and their determination by emission

spectrographic method

T.R.Bangia, B.A.Dhawale, B.Rajeswari and M.D.Sastry

Zirconium is one of the most important material used in

nuclear industry. Rare earths, which are high neutron absorbers

have to be analysed in Zr at very low limits. Emission

spectroscopic methods(1) which are generally used for trace

metal assay cannot be used directly for rare earth analysis to

achiove the desired low limits. Thus the major matrix has to

be separated prior to rare earth determination. Tri-n-Octyl

Phospliine Oxide (TOPO) which was being used in the laboratory

for separation of Thorium (2) was chosen for the purpose. The

present work describes the procedure for separation and

estimation by emission spec'trographic method.

Reagents and chemicals used for the studies were of spec

pure grade. For preparation of stock solution ZrOC'l2 was used. A

20 mg/ml solution was made for further studies. Known amounts of

tracers namely "'Ce, i3HEu, 1J Gd and Zr activities were

added separately to a solution of 10 mg of Zr in 6M HC1. A

similar aliquot of activity was kept separately as reference to

account for the decay. The solution was treated three times with

5 ml of TOPO/xylene to extract Zr. The gamma activity was

counted before and after extraction using Nal(Tl) detector.

Zirconium activity was counted both in aqueous and organic

phases.

To a solution containing 100 mg Of Zr in 6M HC1, known

aliquots of all the rare earth impurities were added. Five ug

of Tin wa« added as internal standard. Zr was separated by
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repeated extractions with 0.5M TOPO / xylene. The aqueous phase

containing rare earths was evaporated to dryness and

estimated by emission spectrographic method. The residue

containing rare earths was dissolved in 250 microlitres of

6M HC1 of which 50 microlitres was loaded on a 10 mg

charge of LiF/AgCl/C carrier mixture. The spectra were

recorded on SA-1 plate in III order in the region of 3150-3500 A

using 3.4M Ebert Spectrograph and d.c. arc carrying 13 ampere

current.

Results of radioactive tracer studies are shown in Table-46.

Table 46: Recovery by tracer studies

Tracer Counts per minute % Recovery

Before extrn After extrn

Ce

Eu

Gd

Zr

Zr'

* Organic phase assayed after extraction.

The results show a quantitative extraction of Zr into organic

phase as can be seen from the absence of Zr activity in

aqueous phase and almost quantitative recovery into organic

phase. The results of recovery of analytes are shown in

Table-47. The recovery was found to be quantitative within

experimental error for all the analyte elements. Thus rare earth

elements can be determined in the range 0.2-200 ppm using

100 mg sample.

4500

25000

7500

12500

12500

4410

25000

7425

212

12200

98

100

99

-

98
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Table 47: Emission Spectrographic Studies

Element

Ce

Dy

Eli

Er

Gd

Lu

Sm

Tb

Y

Yb

W.L.

nm

320.1

340.7

321.1

326.4

342.2

337.6

336.5

332.4

321.6

328.9

Amt.added

(ug)

0.4

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.4

0.04

0.04

Amt.recvd

(ug)

0.47

0.09

0.12

0.08

0.1

0.08

0.43

0.31

0.04

0.03

%Recy

117

90

119

80

100

82

108

78

102

79

Estn.range

(ppm)

5.0-200

2.5-100

2.5-100

1.25-50

0.5-20

1.25-50

5.0-200

5.0-200

0.5-20

0.2-8
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59. Determination of silver in nuclear materials

P.J.Purohit, Neelam Goyal, A.G.Page and N.D.Sastry.

(A) Ag in Zr matrix: From the neutronics point of view,

determination of silver in zirconium matrix is of great

significance. Electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometry

(ETAAS) has been used to determine Ag in Zr matrix. High

purity zirconium oxychloride was dissolved in quartz
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double distilled water and the solution was brought to nitrate

form by repeated evaporation on addition of 3M nitric

acid. Contribution from non-specific absorbance due to the

matrix, was investigated in the range 0-20 mg/ml of Zr. It

wus observed that the non-specific absorbance increased with

increase in the matrix concfintration. Therefore, the matrix

concentration was optimized to 10 mg/ml. With this matrix

concent rat ion, a series of standards wds made with graded

amounts of silver. The experimental parameters such as

temperatures and time duration for dry, ash and atomization

stages havp been optimized using an intermediate range

concentration standard. These are: Dry; 150 °C for 60s ; Ash;

950° C for 60s and Atomize at 2400 °C for 3s. Effect of the

matrix build-up on the analyte ahsorbance, over successive

analyses using the same graphite tube atomizer was studied

with the optimized parameters and was found to be negligible

upto 2.5 mg Zr i.e. 50 atomization cycles. With 5 micro-litre

sample aliquot, the analytical range for silver was determined

as 0.2-5 ppm on zirconium basis. Precision of the method and

accuracy of determinations were evaluated by replicate

analyses of three spiked samples and were found to be better than

8%.

(B) Ag in uranium silicide matrix: Uranium silicide (U3Si2)

provides high uranium density nuclear fuel which can be

dispersed in aluminium matrix with performance comparable to

other plate type fuels. As part of the work on trace metal

characterization of this fuel material, determination of Ag

is carried out using ETA-AAS technique without prior chemical

separation of the major matrix. A bulk amount of uranium

silicide was dissolved in HNO3-HF mixture. The solution was
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heated to dryness and redissolved in HNO3. The procedure was

repeated 6-7 times with concentrated HNO3 to remove traces of

unreacted HF and then made up to the volume in 0.1 M HMO3.

Most of the silicon in the matrix, forms volatile SiF^ and the

matrix largely remained as uranyl nitrate. The matrix solution

was checked for its purity with respect to Ag. The concentration

of the matrix in the sample aliquot was optimised at 10 mg/ml on

consideration of non-specific absorbance. On optimization of

other experimental parameters, the analytical range for Ag

determination was obtained as 0.005-0.06 ug/ml with 5 ill aliquot

of standards per loading. Precision data was obtained at an

intermediate range concentration standard and was found to be

better than 9% R.S.D. Three synthetic samples were analysed

to check the accuracy of the analyte determination and the

amount of Ag determined was found to be in good agreement

with its added contents.

60. Atomic absorption spectrometric determination of noble

metals in uranium and thorium matrices

T.R. Bangia.B.A. Dhawale,B. Rajeswari and N.D. Sastry

Due to the formation of noble metals viz. Pd.Au etc. as
235fission products in the neutron induced fission of U, the

irradiated nuclear fuels have become the potential source of Pd

and other noble metals. Atomic absorption spectrometric studies

have been carried out to determine Au and Pd in Uranium and

Thorium matrices using electrothermal atomisation.

Thorium solution was prepared by dissolving TI1O2 in 0.1N

HF/HNO3 mixture by repeated heating while U3O3 was dissolved in

dil.HNO3. Specpure chemicals were used for preparation of stock
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solutions of Pd and Au. For the preparation of stock solutions of

uranium, U3O8 was used. Electronic grade acids and quartz

double distilled water were used. Separate sets of standards were

used with varying amounts of Pd and Au containing 2 mg/ml and 10

mg/ml solutions of uranium and thorium matrix. Another set of

standards was also prepared without the matrix to study the

matrix effect. Five microlitres of each standard solution was

. used for absorbance measurements. The optimised conditions for

hollow cathode lamp operations, voltage settings

(correspondingly the temp.) and microlitres of each standard

solution were used for absorbance measurements.

The absorbance measurements of standards from 0.02-1.0 ug/ml

of Au and Pd with and without matrices alongwith their

detection limits are shown in Tables 48 and 49. Synthetic samples'

were prepared by adding known amounts of Pd and Au to solutions

of uranium and thorium. The analyte concentrations in these

samples were determined from the working curves in this

concentration range. ' It can be seen from Table 48 and 49 that Au

and Pd can be detected at 5 ppm (0.05ug/ml) and 20 ppm

(0.2ug/ml) levels respectively using 10 mg/ml matrix solution.

Table -48: Absorbance of Au and Pd with Uranium

Concn.
ug/ml

Au Pd

0.02
0.05 0.05
0.1 0.1
0.2 0.2
0.3 0.3
0.4 0.4
0.5 0.5
1.0 1.0

Absorbance
Without U

Au

0.04
0.17
0.32
0.73
1.1
1.29
2.03
>>

Pd

0.08
0.09
0.16
0.28
0.34
0.33
0.73

With U
2mg/ml
Au

.04

.12

.16

.42

.63.

.94
1.15
2.5

Pd

-
0.06
0.14
0.21
0.26
0.46
0.52

lOmg/ml
Au

.02

.1

.21

.37

.55

.75

.94
2.0

Pd

0.03
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.09
0.12
0.35
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Table-49: Abaorbance of Au and Pd with Thorium

Concn.
ug/ml

Au

0.02
0.05
C.I
0.2
0.3
0.4'
0.5
1.0

Pd

0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
1.0

Absorbance
Without

Au

0.04
0.17
0.32
0.73
1.10
1.29
2.03
>>

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Th

Pd

—

.08

.09

.16

.28

.34

.36

.73

With Th
2 ing/ml
Au

.04

.08

.18

.38

.58

.82

.92
2.03

Pd

.07

.11

.25

.46

.64

.66

.85

10mg/
Au

.04

.06

.11

.24

.36

.51

.65
>>

ml
Pd

_
.09
.09
.11
.17
.20
.29
.47

The present method has the advantage that the elements

are determined in the presence of the matrix. Prior knowledge of

the matrix concentration is of extreme importance as it directly

affects the concentration. Better results can be obtained after

chemical separation of thorium or uranium leading to - better

sensitivity.
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IV. SERVICES:

(a) The following radioanalytical services were rendered during

1991 for other Divisions and Organisations!

S.No

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

e.

9.

10.

11.

Sample

PuC>2

PuO2

U02

U02

(U,Pu)02

ThO2

Graphite

Miscel laneous

water samples

99

rock sample

Number

42

21

12

7

> 3 '•

6

4

51

15

1

1

User

RMD

v FCD

RMD

FCD

RMD

RMD

FCD

FCD.TPPED,

FTEED.Appl.

CD.UREED,

Dayalbagh

University

App.CD

BRIT

Nagpur

university

Technique

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy

Fission track

alpha, gamma

spectrometry

gamma spectronetry

(b) The following electrodeposited sources were supplied to

other divisions and organisations:

(Dr.R.J.Singh and Or.A.Ramaswani)



S.No

1.

2. :

3.

4.

5.

6.

7,

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16

17.

18.

19.

20. 2

21 .

Nuclide

M1ta
W 1 A - • 239Pu

2 ^ A m

252Cf

241Am • 239Pu
2*lAm

137Cs
2 4 1 An, +

 239Pu

241Am • 239P«
241Am
2«4Cm

2 4 1A-
232Th

237Np

252Cf
2 3 5U
2 3 8U
238U

241Am

" c m • a*lA- 4 239Pu
236Pu

160

No

3

2

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

3

2

2

2

2

1

4

1

User

NPD

Bombay University

Aligarh Muslim

Aligarh Muslim

NPC

VECC

NPC

TIFR

HPD

HPD

HPD

Punjab University

NPD

NPD

NPD

NPD

NPD

HPD

Al lahabad

University

HPD

HPD
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